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Chairman: Ronald E. Loehman
Major Department: Materials Science and Engineering

The kinetics of forming TiB from Ti and TiB
2
was

studied using pressed powder compact and diffusion couple

geometries. Powder samples were heated in an Ar atmo-

sphere at 1100 - 1500° C for - 120 min. Metallographic

examination showed the reaction initiates at the contact

points between Ti and TiB
2

and proceeds rapidly due to

surface diffusion of Ti coating the TiB
2

particles.

Weight loss experiments showed negligible vapor transport

of Ti or B occurs. A Kirkendall shift observed on a Ti-

TiB
2

diffusion couple indicates Ti is the major diffusing

element; some counter diffusion of B also occurs.

Analyses by Quantitative Microscopy and quantitative x-ray

diffraction suggest the initial reaction is controlled by

the rate of Ti diffusion through the TiB. During the

IX



later stages, the reaction rate changes to an inverse time

dependence due to reduced availability of Ti. The Quanti-

tative Microscopy measurements provided volume fraction,

surface area, and total curvature data for the micro-

structural features. An average velocity for the reacting

interface was obtained from this data. Evidence to ex-

clude rate control by nucleation and growth or interface

reaction mechanisms is presented. The curvature of the

TiB-TiB
2

interface does not significantly influence the

reaction.

A 10 - 15 volume °/ expansion of the powder compact

was observed due to the volume increase of Ti]$2 trans-

forming to TiB. Competing densification from sintering

of TiB or TiB
2

is negligible. Fabrication of TiB articles

by sinter-reacting powders thus results in weaker pro-

ducts .

This study shows the importance of micros tructural

geometry on reaction kinetics in powder compacts.



SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The object of this study is to examine the mechanisms

of transforming TiBo and Ti to TiB in a mixed powder com-

pact. Titanium diboride is a hard brittle refractory ma-

terial with a high strength to weight ratio at high tem-

peratures which exhibits good resistance to corrosion,

oxidation, and attack by some liquid metals. It shows

promise for use in crucibles, electrodes, hard facing, and

a variety of cermet or alloy applications. The high

strength and light weight, corrosion resistance, and re-

fractoriness of Ti are also well-known. However, during

an x-ray investigation of the reaction between mixed Ti

and B-joC., powders, rapid formation of TiB as one of the

major products was observed, rather than the expected

TiB^. These results suggested the less stable monoboride

was favored kinetically and implied a potential limitation

on the use of Ti or TiBo in some applications. Therefore,

a study of the kinetics of forming TiB by the simpler re-

action

Ti + TiB
2

* 2TiB

was begun to determine the mechanism for the rapid TiB



formation. Since x-ray evidence alone was not sufficient,

it was decided to follow the evolution of the reaction

using Quantitative Microscopy to see what influence the

powder compact structure had on the reaction rate. It

appears that the use of Quantitative Microscopy for this

purpose has never been reported.

Ti-B System: Phase Relations

Understanding of the phase relations in the Ti-B sys-

tem has been hindered by the refractory nature of the ti-

tanium borides ,
problems with impurities , limitations of

early x-ray techniques, and difficulties of metallographi-

cally preparing these hard materials. The borides that

have so far been proposed for this system include Ti2B,

TiB (cubic or orthorhombic forms), Ti-jB^, TiB
2 ,

Ti
2
B
5

, and

TiB (x % 10) . The most reliable evidence supports only

TiB
2
and orthorhombic TiB as stable equilibrium phases ,

al-

though uncertainty concerning the nature of Ti
3
B^ is not

completely resolved at this time. The development of cur-

rent understanding is presented below.

The preparation of TiB
2
was first reported by

Andrieux,
2 utilizing electrolysis of Ti0

2
dissolved in a

fused boric acid - metal fluoride bath. The product was

not very pure. Agte and Moers produced purer TiB
2

by



vapor deposition reaction of TiCl^ and BBr^ on a heated W

filament. Ehrlich performed the first systematic study

of the Ti-B system by x-ray investigation of sinter-re--

acted Ti and B powders . He reported finding the compounds

TiB (zinc blend structure) and TiB
2

(hexagonal A1B
2

type)

.

The Ti lattice parameters increased with B additions up to

44 atomic % without an observed phase break. This sug-

gested a large solubility of B in Ti and that no phases

intermediate in B between Ti and TiB existed. From

samples at both the Ti-rich and B-rich end of his compo-

sitional range, Ehrlich obtained additional x-ray lines

that could not be indexed. From this evidence he proposed

a Ti superlattice and a boride phase higher in B than

TiB
?

. Norton et al. and Zachariasen confirmed Ehrlich'

s

structural interpretation of TiB
2

- Most of Ehrlich 's

other results were contradicted by later workers , who

cited the presence of impurities, non-equilibrium condi-

tions, and inadequate x-ray sensitivity as reasons for the

discrepancies

.

Except for TiBo, the evidence reported by other early

workers provided little clarification of Ehrlich 's re-

sults. From considerations of B atomic radii, Andersson

and Kiessling
7 suggested that TiB is fee (NaCl type)

,

stable only at high temperatures , and that it decomposes
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to a-Ti and TiB
2

at lower temperatures . Brewer et al.

did a study on sinter-reacted Ti and B powders similar to

Ehrlich's. They were confident only of the existence of

TiB
2

(with a narrow homogeneity range) and found no evi-

dence for higher B phases . The additional weak lines of a

fee phase were explained as TiN due to N contamination

rather than TiB. Although they also found a continuous

increase in Ti lattice parameters with B additions up to

50 atomic 7o, in agreement with Ehrlich, the presence of

more lines than required made a Ti superlattice interpre-

9
tation difficult. Greenhouse et al. were the only

workers to claim the existence of a TiB (x = 10) phase

as one of the products of reaction between TiC and B-, 2Co.

Ogden and Jaffee arc melted pure Ti and B powders to

produce Ti-rich alloys for x-ray analysis; they found no

shift in the a-Ti lines, but did observe definite lines

from a second phase, corresponding to Ehrlich's Ti super-

lattice. Following a suggestion of Hansen, they pro-

posed these were due to a Ti
2
B hexagonal phase almost

identical in structure to a-Ti. Utiliting hot pressing

12
techniques on Ti and B powders, Glaser and Post and

13
Glaser reported several new phases: a tetragonal Ti

2
B, a

hexagonal Ti
2
B
5

, and a fee TiB that was stable at low

temperatures. They admitted equilibrium conditions were



not always achieved during their experiments , but felt

their results were stable phases because chemical analyses

showed very low C and N contents in their samples .
They

determined the melting point of TiB
2

to be 2790°C, but

later reported a value of 2920°C (Post et al.
l

)

.

The first Ti-B phase diagram was presented by Palty

et al.
15 (Figure 1) . Their results were not definitive

since they noted that three or more phases often coexisted

and hence equilibrium was not always attained. Their pow-

der samples were arc melted and heat treated and then ex-

amined with metallographic, x-ray, and melting point tech-

niques. They noted that etching was required to distin-

guish boride phases and Ti
2
B detected by x-ray was not

always seen metallographically . After elimination of the

4
x-ray lines for Ti, TiB, and TiB

2
presented by Ehrlich,

the remainder was assumed to be the pattern for Ti
2
B.

However, they interpreted their x-ray results for Ti
2
B and

TiB as being in better agreement with the results of

Glaser.
12

No evidence for Ti
2
B
5
was given since the com-

positional range they studied did not extend to that B

level. In spite of problems achieving equilibrium, dis-

crepancies between x-ray and metallographic detection,

and questions concerning interpretation of x-ray data

A 19
based on the combined Ehrlich -Glaser patterns, this
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Figure 1. Phase diagram of the Ti-B system after Palty
et al. 15



diagram due to Palty et al

.

was accepted in later work
-1 C 1 "7

by Samsonov and Umanskiy and by Hansen.

Subsequent investigations began to clarify the ques-

tions of extended solubility, presence or absence of Ti

superlattice , Ti
2
B and TiB structures, and the existence

of high B phases. The early studies did not produce any

doubts about the existence or structural interpretation of
1 Q

TiB
?

. Metallographic results of Craighead et al

.

showed

the B solubility in Ti to be much lower than previously

19
thought (less than 0.43 atomic %) . Decker and Kasper

obtained single crystal needles of TiB (1 mm long and 0.1

mm diameter) by arc melting a 23 atomic % B alloy and dis-

solving the excess Ti with acid. From the results of

their x-ray analysis , they described an orthorhombic FeB

type crystal structure based on B chains with the b axis

as the needle axis. Although this structural interpreta-

tion of TiB was initially resisted by Samsonov and

16 13
Umanskiy in favor of the results of Post and Glaser,

20
it gained greater acceptance when Aronsson pointed out

15
that the "Ti

2
B" x-ray data of Palty et al. were es-

sentially equivalent to the orthorhombic TiB data of

1 g
Decker and Kasper. A comparison of these two patterns

20
is given in Appendix 1. In addition, Aronsson felt the

cubic form of TiB resulted from a ternary solid solution



with 0, N or C since three coexisting phases had been re-

ported,
4 ' 15 and smaller or N atoms replacing B would ex-

plain the smaller lattice parameter of cubic TiB compared

with TiC. Although Nowotny reported cubic and ortho-

rhombic TiB phases coexisting in a study of silicide and

22
boride cermets, he and his coworkers (Nowotny et al. and

Wittmann et al.
23

) later agreed with Aronsson that cubic

TiB was not a stable phase in the binary Ti-B system.

These same workers
21 " 23 also found no evidence for the

existence of Ti
2
B
5

. Seybolt restricted his investiga-

tion to the high B alloys and found only TiB
2

- no Ti
2
B
5

was seen. Thus, these several workers showed that only

orthorhombic TiB and TiB
2

are recognized as stable equi-

librium phases and that Ti
2
B, cubic TiB, and Ti

2
B
5
were

due to previous experimental artifacts

.

These features were all confirmed by Rudy and

St. Windisch.
25

They re-examined the Ti-B binary phase

diagram to reconcile their results for several boride

ternary systems with previously reported data. Using high

purity Ti and B powders and sinter-reacting, hot pressing,

or arc melting their samples, they examined them using

melting point determinations, x-ray diffraction, metallo-

graphy, and high temperature DTA. Their resultant diagram

is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, they found no evi-
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dence for Ti
2
B, cubic TiB, or Ti

2
B
5

; only orthorhombic TiB

and TiB 2
were observed. These two phases are present with

narrow homogeneity ranges. They also remarked on the dif-

ferent etching characteristics of TiB on each side of the

peritectic composition (42 atomic % B) , which could ex-

plain the metallographic observance of "Ti
2
B" by earlier

workers. Two features of Figure 1 may be compared with

the more recent results of Figure 2. The TiB eutectic

15
temperature (1670°C) shown by Palty et al. is almost

identical to the melting point of Ti (1668°C) , shown on

25
the diagram of Rudy and St. Windisch. The peritectic

reaction temperature of "Ti
2
B" (2200°C) in Figure 1 is

also very close to the peritectic reaction temperature of

orthorhombic TiB (2190°C) in Figure 2. This suggests the

experimental results obtained in developing both versions

of the diagram were similar, but that the interpretation

of metallographic observations made by Palty et al. was

incorrect. The TiB eutectic temperature (1540°C) of Fig-

ure 2 is also confirmed by Garfinkle and Davis , who ob-

served the contact reaction between liquid Ti and TiB
2

to

25
be a eutectic reaction at 1550°C. Rudy and St. Windisch

also determined the melting point of TiB
2

to be 3225°C, in

contrast to the earlier results of Post et al. (2920°C)

or Latva
27 (2980°C) , and suggest this discrepancy is due

to C contamination.
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In a theoretical consideration of electron concentra-

tions in alloys , Engel
28 hypothesized that a stable con-

29
figuration for a Ti

3
B
4

phase existed. Later, Fenish

reported fabricating an orthorhombic Ti
3
B
4

compound by

sinter- reacting mixed Ti and B powders in a 3:4 stoichio-

metric ratio. It required several cycles of crushing, re-

mixing, and reheating this product in a TiB
2

crucible (at

2020° C for 16 - 20 hrs.) to obtain near completion of the

reaction.
30 Residual TiB was removed by dissolving in

hydrofluoric and sulfuric acids. The resultant material

was claimed to be structurally related by several M
3
B
4

borides
29 and to undergo a peritectic reaction at

2010°C.
30 Although Rudy and St. Windisch reported no

evidence of another phase intermediate in B between TiB

and TiB
2

, Walther and Whitney found x-ray lines fitting

the TioB4 pattern of Fenish in their preliminary study of

Ti and B
12

C
3

. Walther also obtained strong Ti
3
B
4
x-ray

intensities (in addition to TiB and TiB
2 ) from Ti and B

powders mixed in a 3:4 molar ratio and hot pressed at

1600 - 1800°C for several hours in BN-lined graphite dies.

Fenish believed his use of very pure starting materials

(Ti:99.98%; B:99.87o
30

) explained his observation of Ti
3
B4 ,

25
in contrast to the work of Rudy and St. Windisch, who

used materials of lesser purity (£99.7%). Although it is
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possible Fenish experienced contamination of his samples

from the TiB
2

crucible or from the grinding apparatus

during crushing, Walther obtained his results with mate-

rial whose purity is comparable to that of Rudy and

St. Windisch. The question of the existence and nature of

TioB. as a stable, metastable, or impurity-stabilized

phase in the Ti-B system is not yet resolved.

The above series of investigations have clarified the

phase relations in the binary Ti-B system. The TiB
2

and

orthorhombic TiB phases are the only stable borides pres-

ently established with reasonable certainty. The pos-

sibility that Ti
3
B^ is also a stable equilibrium compound

is not yet firmly established. The suggestion of a Ti

superlattice made by Ehrlich was the result of a misin-

terpretation of his x-ray data because of insufficient

number of lines detected. The pattern for "Ti
2
B" was

shown to be identical to that of orthorhombic TiB. The

cubic TiB, Ti
2
B
5

, and TiBx
phases were not found by later

investigations and appear to have been present in earlier

studies because of contamination. The comparison of

features between Figures 1 and 2 shows that incorrect in-

terpretation of metallographic results led to further mis-

understandings concerning the true phase relationships.

The crystal structures of TiB
2

and TiB are shown in Fig-

ure 3.
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Hexagonal

TIB,
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Ti-B System: Chemical Reactions

The problems in understanding the phase relations in

the Ti-B system have also contributed to difficulties in-

terpreting some results of chemical reactivity in this

system. Studies of the reaction between Ti and TiB
2

and

between Ti and B have been reported.

In studying the chemical stability of dispersed

31
boride compounds, Antony and Cummings heated 2-4 ym

TiB 9
particles in an excess Ti powder matrix for 2 hours

at 1000° C. X-ray and metaliographic examination showed a

product ring of TiB around the TiB
2
particles. However,

their conclusion that the diffusion of B into the matrix

material is rate- controlling is not firmly established by

32
this simple observation. Strashinskaya and Stepanchuk

studied the interaction between TiB
2

and Group IV transi-

tion metals in mixed powder, TiB
2
powder-Ti metal, and

solid-solid contact geometries. They heated their samples

in vacuum for 1 and 3 hours at 100° C intervals between

900- 1700° C. Their powders were -325 mesh mixed in pro-

portions of 50-50 volume %. Metallographic and x-ray ex-

amination showed that the initial formation of a 1-2 ym

product began after 3 hours heating at 900° C for the pow-

dered samples and at 1000°C for the solid-solid contacts.

In the mixed powders, this phase was reported as "rhombic"
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TiB (FeB orthorhombic type) , which increased with in-

creasing time and temperature of reaction, and after 1

hour at 1400 °C no more TiB
2
x-ray lines could be detected

(the initial Ti content was in excess of that required for

a stoichiometric product) . The powder-metal contact re-

action layer increased to about 20 ym at 1300° C, but

microhardness results on the product layer were anoma-

? 2
lously low: £1050 kg/mm compared to £2700 kg/mm reported

for TiB.
33 After 1 hour at 1500°C, the microhardness of

this layer increased to 1650-1780 kg/mm ,
which was still

uncharacteristically low for TiB. The possibility that

this layer was Ti
2
B or a solid solution of B in Ti was

proposed; however, the previous section has shown that

neither of these mechanisms is credible in the Ti-B sys-

tem. Since no micrographs of this layer or starting mate-

rial purity data were presented, it is difficult to assess

whether poor metallographic preparation, contamination, or

some other factor could have caused this result. The

solid-solid contact reaction appeared to form a surface

fusion zone at 1500° C after 1 hour with a microhardness of

£1700 kg/mm
2

. Pore formation was observed for this re-

action geometry at 1300- 1400° C and was attributed to dif-

ferences in diffusivities of "various components" and to

volatilization. The authors also claim this product was
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not "rhombic" TiB. The possibility of eutectic liquid

formation at 1500° C or higher was not mentioned by

32
Strashinskaya and Stepanchuk. Comparing their comments

with the eutectic temperature evidence presented by Rudy

and St. Windisch and Garfinkle and Davis suggests

contamination may have lowered the eutectic temperature

from 1540°C to 1500°C. Examination of their micrographs

for this reaction zone also suggest the possibility that

their "pores" are pullout created during polishing. Since

the two studies discussed above were the only ones found

by this writer to deal with the Ti-TiB
2
reaction and their

interpretations are based on insufficient or questionable

results, this provides additional justification to examine

this reaction in greater detail.

Investigations of direct Ti and B interaction show

conflicting results, which may be related in part to

kinetics. Epik and Samsanov and Epik reported the

kinetics of forming TiB
2

from the elements is parabolic.

They utilized a mixture of B
12

C
3

and borax as a B source

packed around solid Ti rods, heated this to 1100-1500°C

under a dry hydrogen atmosphere for 1-8 hours ,
and

measured the thickness of product layer formed on the rods

and their weight gain. This layer was a single phase,

TiB 2 , which was well bonded due to "wedges" of boride
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phase formed into the metal along grain boundaries . They

also claimed there was no counter-diffusion of Ti through

the boride because no porosity was seen at the Ti-TiB2

interface. No mention was made of the greater molar vol-

ume of TiB
2

compared to Ti , which could expand into this

36 37
porosity. Zhunkovskii and Samsonov and Zhunkovskii

continued similar experiments, but heated their samples

under vacuum (£10~ 3 mm Hg) and used amorphous B instead of

a B 12C3
-borax mixture. They also found an equally ad-

herent product layer, but during metal lographic examina-

tion two distinct phases were seen while x-ray showed only

the presence of TiB 2 - They postulated that a fee TiB

formed at temperature, it reverted to TiB
2

and Ti upon

cooling, and that residual Ti present influenced metallo-

graphic appearance. This proposal shows a misunder-

standing of the phases in the Ti-B system. The discrepan-

cy between metallographic and x-ray results suggests

either inadequate x-ray sensitivity or poor metallographic

. .37
preparation. The micrograph provided by Zhunkovskii was

not sufficiently clear to judge the latter possibility.

These authors also reported that the kinetics of forming

TiB2 changes with temperature: diffusion controlled growth

became the dominant mechanism at higher temperatures.

Burykina and Evtoshok studied the application of protec-

tive boride coatings on graphite crucibles to avoid car-
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burization of molten metals. An intermediate step to pro-

duce B
12

C
3
was followed by application of Ti. The subse-

quent boriding of the Ti produced both TiB and TiB
2

layers

with a sharp boundary between them, as determined by

microhardness measurements; with increasing time and tem-

perature the TiB
2

layer increased at the expense of the

TiB. This result is in contrast to that of Samsonov and

Epik,
35 where only TiB

2
was reported. The part played by

the B
12

C
3
-borax mixture in favoring TiB

2
formation over

TiB is not clear. However, the results of Burykina and

Evtushok
38 suggest that when the elements are reacted,

their relative diffusion rates through the TiB and TiB
2

layers influence the relative rates of boride formation.

39
This is further supported by the work of Krzyminski

,
who

reacted metal-powder samples under conditions very similar

to Samsonov and Zhunkovskii

,

36 but got two definite boride

layers. Even though the boride layers appear to form on

the Ti, it is not clear whether B diffuses into the Ti,

Ti diffuses through the boride layer to react at the sur-

face, or both occur simultaneously.

The above experiments utilized a Ti specimen in a B

matrix; several studies have also been conducted on B

fibers in a Ti matrix. The primary aim of these investi-

gations was to assess the degree of chemical interaction
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between fibers and matrix: this interaction would reduce

the suitability of these fibers for use as fiber rein-

forcement. Burykina et al. used vapor phase decomposi-

tion to prepare B- coated W filaments which were then com-

pacted with Ti powder. They found some W contamination of

the B fibers by this method of preparation. Heating in

vacuum at 900° C produced only alp reaction layer after

10 hours. At higher temperatures (1100° C) another ragged

layer appeared near the Ti and a measured microhardness of

2700 kg/mm
2 suggested it was TiB. This layer remained

thin but the rate of TiB
2

layer increase appeared to be

controlled by the rate of interface reaction at 900° C,

the rate of volume diffusion at 1000- 1100° C, and in-

fluenced by interphase and grain boundary diffusion at

higher temperatures. After 300 hours at 900° C, only TiB
2

was apparent. This change of mechanism with temperature

is similar to that reported by Zhunkovskii and Samsonov

for Ti samples packed in B powder. In contrast to the

above results, Staudhammer et al. obtained only TiB when

they reacted B fibers with a Ti matrix. The main dif-

40
ference between their work and that of Burykina et al.

was that the latter had W contaminated fibers .
These re-

sults suggest the Ti-B interaction is too great to allow

use of B fiber reinforcement of Ti . However, Schmitz and
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Metcalfe
42 found that the alloy Ti 1310 (Ti - 13V -

10 Mo - 5 Zr - 2.57o Al) reacted with B fibers at £850 °C

sufficiently to give a good bond during fabrication of

fiber reinforced samples, but that negligible further re-

action occurred during 10,000 hours use at 600°C. The

studies of Ti-B interaction show conflicting results with

TiB9) TiB
?
+ TiB, and solely TiB , reported as product

phases. This range of results is caused by differences of

purity, temperature, and method of contact, which alter

the relative diffusion rates of Ti and/or B through the

product layer.

Investigations into the bonding mechanisms of the

borides have been spurred by the influence of relative

diffusion rates on chemical reactivity and a desire to

understand their refractory properties. However, the

degree to which the Ti-B and B-B bonds are metallic, co-

valent, or ionic has not yet been resolved. Samsonov and

Latysheva
43 investigated the diffusion of B, C and N in

transition metals and related this to bonding. They found

the diffusion rate was inversely dependent on atomic

radius, contrary to expectation, and suggested the amount

of chemical interaction or degree of bonding was more im-

portant than size. They formulated this dependence as a

relationship between activation energy and the parameter
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1/Nn, where N is the principal quantum number and n the

number of electrons in the incomplete d-shell of the

transition metal. The activation energy decreased mono-

tonically with increasing 1/Nn, supporting their conten-

tion that diffusion was controlled by the availability of

an unfilled d-shell to bond electrons from the non-metal.

An activation energy for B diffusion in Ti of 9.15±2.80

kcal/mole was reported; an error in calculating these re-

sults was subsequently corrected to give a value of

11.2 kcal/mole. Silver and his coworkers '

3 used NMR to

investigate bonding in the borides and from their results

proposed that the metal atoms contributed electrons to the

B. Tyan et al.
4 7 tested a theory of electron transfer

from B to Ti in TiB
2

and TiB with low temperature specific

heat measurements . Although the results for TiB
2

did not

conflict with the theory, the TiB results were anomalously

low. They suggested this was due to a strong Ti-B bond or

to transfer of additional electrons from the B to the

bonding part of the band structure. They could not choose

between these alternatives from their data. Gillies and

Lewis
48 measured strain of ball milled powders by x-ray

line-broadening analysis and demonstrated that the bonding

strength in hexagonal TiB
2

is almost isotropic. This fea-

49
ture is further supported by Philipp who reacted TiB

2
m
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a variety of acidic solutions and found it was difficult

to selectively dissolve either Ti or B; he obtained both

elemental species in solution in the stoichiometric

ratio, suggesting none of the Ti-Ti, B-B, or Ti-B bonds

are significantly stronger than the others. The pos-

sibility of a mixture of bond types in these borides could

help explain their range of properties; different bond

types become more predominant in different environments.

For example, partial metallic bonding between Ti atoms

contributes to conductivity in an electric field while

ionic and covalent characteristics of the B-B and Ti-B

bonds give these materials their brittle, incompressible

nature under mechanical loading. Such conjecture requires

additional experimental evidence to clearly establish

the nature of this behavior in the titanium borides.

The studies of chemical interaction in the Ti-B sys-

tem have led to a variety of results. Some of these dif-

ferences may be attributed to misunderstandings about the

possible phases in the system. Others may be artifacts

due to contamination or poor metallography. The observ-

ance of TiB
2

, TiB
2
+ TiB, or TiB product layers suggests

relative diffusion rates of Ti and/ or B through the

borides affect the kinetics of these reactions. These re-

actions are also strongly influenced by temperature and

degree of contact between reactants

.
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Quantitative Microscopy

The description of a powder compact structure and its

evolution during a solid state chemical reaction is a com-

plex geometric problem. Most powders are irregular in

shape and size and when compacted their geometry becomes

even more complex since elements of porosity are also

present. For the system studied here, a qualitative geo-

metric description includes the initial observance of Ti,

TiB 2 , and porosity, and as the reaction proceeds, TiB also

appears . Associated with each of these four phases are

their volumes, the areas of contact between two identical

or different phases or particles, the triple lines of con-

tact between three phases, and the quadruple points where

four phases meet. Appendix 2 shows the possible combina-

tions of these features for a four-phase structure and

also for the case where features common to one material

are ignored. For example, there is no porosity-porosity

interface in a powder compact; for this study when parti-

cles of the same phase were in contact, they were con-

sidered as one element of the structure. Thus, there are

four types of volumes, six types of interfaces, four types

of triple lines, and a single quadruple point for this

case. As the reactants are consumed to form product,

these geometric features may be created or destroyed, thus
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changing the qualitative description of the micros tructure

with time. Such a description at any given time has been

called a qualitative micros tructural state. The compact

or its constituents may also be described qualitatively by

terms such as "uniform," "dispersed," "segregated," "web-

like," "coated," "filiamentary ,

" "globular," etc. The im-

precision provided by such language is often sufficient

for many purposes.

In some cases, however, more quantitative information

is necessary, especially if a structure is examined as a

function of reaction time or some other experimental vari-

able. Quantitative information on phase volume can be ob-

tained by quantitative x-ray or chemical analysis, while

BET analysis gives information on surface area. Such

methods do not provide insight into the influence of an

arbitrary compact structure on the process being studied

and may not always detect interior volume or area compor

nents. Usually additional qualitative examination, for

example by optical or electron microscopy, is necessary to

characterize the structure and to interpret changes

occurring with time.

The principles of Quantitative Microscopy provide a

quantitative description of topological and metric proper-

ties of an arbitrary piece-wise smooth and continuous geo-
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metric structure. Topological properties measure the

number and connectivity of elements of the structure.

Metric properties include volume fraction, surface area,

triple line length, and surface curvature, among others.

The generality of this method is not restricted to simple

shapes or structures and is admirably suited to describing

complex powder compact microstructures

.

To obtain information about a three dimensional

structure, a number of representative two dimensional sec-

tions must be examined. Topological measurements at the

present state of the art require sectioning serially

through the sample structure and counting the number of

elements of interest and also noting their appearance or

disappearance. It can be shown that metric information

is obtained by placing a grid of points on a series of

random sections and making several simple counting

measurements from this superposition. The results of this

series are averaged to give structural information. Fig-

ure 4 shows a grid on a section of A particles in a B

matrix. The volume fraction of the i phase, V„, is

directly proportional to the average number fraction of

points falling within that phase, Pi, or

4 =
*J (1)
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/ =

Figure 4. Grid of length L placed on a section showing
particles of A in a matrix of B.
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The surface area per volume, Sy, of the i phase is re-

lated to the number of times one of the grid lines inter-

sects the phase boundary per total grid line length, P^,

o r

S
1 = 2 P

1
(2)

If the P3" counts are restricted to the i-i or a particular

i-j boundary, only the corresponding interface area is

measured. Similarly, the three-dimensional triple line

length per volume, ii^ , can be related to the number of

triple points per grid area P^ :

L
ijk = 2

pijk
(3)W A

The total curvature of a phase boundary, H„, is defined as

the integral over the surface of the local mean surface

curvature, H.

My = //Hds = n\ (k
±
+ K

2
)dS (4)

where k
1

and k
?

are the principal normal curvatures at the

surface element dS . This may be related to the number of

tangents a sweeping grid line makes with the i phase

boundary as seen in a two-dimensional section.

n
V

1TiAnet

A tangent may be arbitrarily designated positive if the

curvature vector (at the tangent point) points into the
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phase (convex perimeter arc) and negative if it points out

(concave perimeter arc) . This is the scheme used in Fig-

ure 4. The difference between the number of positive and

negative tangents per unit of swept area is the net tan-

gent count, TJLet - The tangent count can be applied to

specific i-j boundaries if tangents to the edge formed be-

tween two or more partial surfaces (or corners as seen in

52
a polished section) are also counted. Thus, the total

curvature of specific interface or faceted areas may also

be measured if the additional counts are made. Applying

the above relations to Figure 4, for example, gives

Vy* - 1 - V* = 8/25 =0.32

Sy
3 = 2(32)/10L = 6.4/L

M$ = -M^ = (ir(19 - 17))/L
2

= 2tt/L
2

Ly
=

Thus, the metric parameters, Vy, S
v>

Lv and My can be

quantitatively determined for each phase of a complex

microstructure through the simple counting measurements

and application of Equations (1), (2), (3) and (5).

Each parameter provides an independent item to character-

ize the structure. For example, two structures having the

same Vy could have significantly different Sy and My val-
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ues and would certainly have different micro-structural

geometries. The only restrictions on the generality of

the above relations are that the sections must provide a

suitably random sampling of available structural features

and that a sufficient number of grid placements or fields

of view must be measured to assure adequate statistics.

Usually 25 - 100 placements are made, depending on the

accuracy desired. Most isotropic microstructures are

homogeneously uniform and locally random so a single sec-

tion plane contains all the statistical metric information

of the three dimensional compact. The accuracy of these

determinations improves with increasing number of points

in the grid, but must be compromised with the effort re-

quired to achieve this accuracy. This effort has been

reduced by electronic means, as described in greater de-

tail later.

Several additional Quantitative Microscopy parameters

obtainable from the simple counting measurements have been

developed. One of these is the mean intercept length, X,

the average surface to surface distance in a structure.

It is a measure of scale of the features examined and may

be applied to grain size of a given phase or "phase size"

of a multiphase material. It can be shown that

4 V
X « ^L <«>
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Although X has a definite geometric meaning, its physical

interpretation is not as straightforward in arbitrary

structures since it is not usually numerically equal to an

average grain diameter or edge length, even for features

of regular shape. Such diameters and lengths have little

meaning when applied to a powder compact. Another para-

meter is the average mean surface curvature, H, defined as

//HdS ffj(<
1
+ K

2 ) ds

! " "77cES~ //dS (7)

where k, and <
2

are defined as before. It is thus the

local mean curvature averaged over the surface. It is ob-

tained from the counting measurements by the expression

MV
H - J- (8)

Although H is an average and does not specify the distri-

bution of curvature values , if a phase volume is changing

due to a change in the energy of its surface, changes in

H will indicate an extension or contraction of this

boundary and the magnitude of the net average driving

force. The motion of interfaces is discussed further in

the next section. Another parameter has been proposed by

53
Dorfler: the proximity parameter is defined as the

fraction of a phase area interfaced with another phase, or
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S
ij

P « !?- (9)

This could be used to weight a known surface to that por-

tion which was undergoing reaction, for example, the oxi-

dation of one metal in a mixture of metal powders. The

presence or absence of a particular proximity parameter

may also indicate in what order phases have appeared or

disappeared during a transformation.

Topological information requires serial sectioning of

the micro structure ; other information obtainable by

Quantitative Microscopy, such as particle size distribu-

- a 50,51
tion, requires measurements not made xn this study.

A discussion of these topics is beyond the scope of this

report

.

The principles of Quantitative Microscopy have been

discovered and rediscovered by workers in many fields

,

54 T
including geology, metallurgy, biology and medicine. In

spite of their generality, they have not been applied to

55
materials science problems to any great extent, pri-

marily because of the manual effort involved and the

availability of presumably adequate alternatives ,
such as

x-ray, density determinations, TGA, etc. However, some

applications of Quantitative Microscopy have been re-

ported. A few examples include studies of the kinetics of
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transformations in metals, sintering of metals and

58 59
ceramics, ' and the effect of micros tucture on

mechanical and electrical properties . The advent of

automated electronic equipment permits its use as a means

62
of quality control of slag includions in steel. How-

ever, no previous attempt to follow the evolution of a

solid state reaction in a powder compact by this means

could be found by this writer.

Kinetic Models

One viewpoint of solid state kinetic studies is that

only by studying the reaction between single crystal

couples can any meaningful information be gained about the

rates of reaction. This is done by measuring the change

in the composition profile with time or the geometric ex-

tent of product and determining the direction and dif-

fusion rate of various atomic species. This ideal is

often difficult to achieve experimentally and is usually

not representative of technological practice. Because of

this , many reactions are studied between mixed and com-

pacted powders

.

Several models of solid state reactions in powders

have been proposed; and these have been reviewed by
CO

Hulbert. These models assume spherical particles of one
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phase are completely coated by the other matrix phase.

These models are formulated mathematically as

Kt = f(x) (10)

where K is the reaction constant, t is time, and f(x) is

some function of the extent of reaction, x. In these

cases, x is usually the volume fraction of spherical

reactant phase transformed. Expressions for the various

models are summarized in Table 1

.

For diffusion controlled growth, Jander proposed a

spherical product shell whose thickness, y, increases at a

parabolic rate, i.e.,

&-* (11)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Ginstling and

Brounshtein used the same geometry, Figure 5a, but modi-

fied the relationship to account for the decrease in

interface area as the reaction proceeds. The model was

further modified by Valensi and (apparently indepen-

dently) by Carter to allow for any volume change that

occurs during the transformation (Figure 5b). Thus, Z is

the ratio of volume of product formed per unit volume of

reactant consumed. Carter later learned about the

existence of the Ginstling-Brounshtein model and noted the

difference between the Ginstling-Brounshtein and the

69
Valensi-Carter models was small when Z<2. Clark et al.
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Figure 5. Model geometries: a) Jander and Ginstling-
Brounshtein, b) Valensi-Carter , c) interface
displacement of arbitrary surface element.
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disagreed with Carter concerning Z<2. They introduced the

effect of thermal expansion into the Valensi-Carter model

and noted that deviations from the true value of Z can

have a significant influence on the accuracy of f(x) and

of K determined from it, especially in the early stages of

reaction. The desirability of high temperature data to

accurately determine Z was also mentioned by Hulbert.

Tammann assumed the diffusion coefficient is not

constant but varies inversely with time.

4Z = li_ (15)
at yt

This may occur due to changes in defect concentration or

because the matrix is a decreasing source of reactant, for

example. Kroger and Ziegler applied this to the Jander

72
geometry [Equation (16)], while Hulbert et al. claimed

the Tammann relation and Valensi-Carter geometry gave good

results for the kinetics of forming some spinels

.

Zhuravlev et al

.

assumed the activity of the re-

acting phase depended on the fraction of unreacted mate-

rial in developing their kinetic equation.

*[L - *2<1 - x) (18)

This reduces the reaction rate with time. To introduce

74
local concentration gradients , Serin and Ellickson



altered Dunwald and Wagner's
75 solution of Fick's second

law for spheres to incorporate the extent of reaction

parameter

.

The above relations present geometric and diffusion

coefficient modifications into shrinking spherical shell

particle models for diffusion controlled reactions.

If one phase is partially miscible in another, re-

actions in powders may follow nucleation and growth

models. Although the probability of a transformation ini-

tiating at nuclei in the interior of one phase is greater

in a cast material, this phenomenon is possible in powder

compacts. When several possible nucleation and growth

rates and nuclei geometries (sphere, plates or rods) are

considered, the equation in Table 1 provides a general

expression;
63 where the parameter m may take on the values

given in Table 2, and is a function of reaction mechanism,

nucleation rate, and nuclei geometry. Table 2 shows that

obtaining the value of m does not unequivocally establish

the conditions and geometry of the reaction.

If the interface reaction controls the overall re-

action rate, this rate is directly proportional to the

available interface area

-g = k S(t) (22)

For uniform size spheres, the relation in Table 1 holds.



Table 2

Summary of m Values for Nucleation
and Growth Models

39

Phase boundary Diffusion
controlled controlled

Three dimensional growth
(spheres)

Constant nucleation rate
Zero nucleation rate

(saturation of point sites)
Decreasing nucleation rate

Two dimensional growth
(plates)

Constant nucleation rate
Zero nucleation rate

(saturation of point sites)
Decreasing nucleation rate

One dimensional growth
(rods)

Constant nucleation rate
Zero nucleation rate

(saturation of point sites)
Decreasing nucleation rate

4

3

3-4

3

2

2-3

2

1

1-2

2.5
1.5

1.5-2.5

2

1

1-2

1.5
0.5

0.5-1.5
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Several Quantitative Microscopy relationships have

been developed that permit the average velocity of an

interface (or the average growth rate of the phase it

bounds) to be determined from the counting measurements.

These are not restricted to a particular shape, but do re-

quire a continuously smooth (arbitrary) surface. If an

element of this surface dS moves a distance n (Figure 5c)

with velocity

v - & < 24>

the surface sweeps out a volume at the rate

g = //vdS (25)

It can be shown
50

the corresponding changes in area and

total curvature are

4| = 2//v HdS (26)
dt

s

g = //v K*dS (27)

where H is defined in Equation (4) and <* =
<i< 2 >

the

Gaussian curvature. If the velocity integral [Equation

(25) ] is normalized to the area of interest ,
an average

velocity, vc may be defined that is obtainable from

76
Quantitative Microscopy parameters.

//vdS dv
S _ 1 dV _ 1

avV (28)V
S

=
773s" ~ S dt " S^ "3t k
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Similarly, the other weighted velocities may be averaged

to give

Z/vHdS ,c

v = S _ 1 dS _ 1
dSV /9Q .VH //HdS 2M dt " 2M^ ~"dt

(29)

//v<*dS ,M
v = S _ 1 dM _ 1 '"V „mVK TT^HS" 4 (N-G) HE " 4 (Nv

-6v) "3t (30)

S
v

where N and G are the topological parameters number and

genus (connectivity) of the structure, //icdS is the Inte-

gral Curvature, and the unsubscripted symbols in the terms

second from the right are for unit mass or moles. The

parameters N and G, and hence v„, require serial sec-

tioning to be determined.

If the weighted velocity expressions Equations (25)

through (27) are normalized to the rate of volume change,

two additional curvature averages may be defined. Also

recall that

(7,8)

//HdS

ff
//dS
S
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The average mean surface curvature, H, has already been

mentioned: IL, is the growth rate average mean surface

curvature; and Kp is the growth rate average Gaussian

curvature. The latter two parameters were first proposed

7

7

50 78
by Cahn and DeHoff, ' respectively. DeHoff notes

these parameters "provide some insight into the distribu-

tion of interface velocities in the system, and, in parti-

cular, into any correlations that may exist between velo-

city and curvature." If the interface velocity does not

vary much with position, then from Equations (28) through

(30) , Vo = Vt, = vK = v, or from Equations (7) and (31) ,

H % Hp. In this special case, Equations (28) and (30)

also imply

S dM
Ntt - G„ = 7

1
att- (33)V V 4tt dV,,

or that some topological information may be obtained from

metric quantities. If H^ < H or Ho > H, it suggests that

curvature decreases or increases interface motion, re-

spectively.

Thus, metric measurements of Vy, Sy, and My provide

potentially useful information about the kinetics of a re-

action in terms of an interface velocity. Analogously

with Equation (22), an average growth rate, G(t) , may be
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obtained.

dVv/dt
v
s
= -37- = G(t) < 34 >

If (5(t) = K, the reaction is controlled by the boundary

reaction; if £(t) = K/t , a Tammann dependence is indi-

cated; and if S(t) = K/t, diffusion through the product

layer limits the reaction rate. A comparison of weighted

velocities or curvatures helps interpret these velocities.

The lack of geometric restrictions suggests this velocity

is a useful extension of kinetic models based on spheres.

However, the range of velocities occurring during a re-

action cannot be too great for the average to be represen-

tative of a particular mechanism.

The studies of phase relations in the Ti-B system

have shown an evolutionary understanding of these re-

fractory materials. Some of the misunderstandings re-

sulting from this work have contributed to misinterpreta-

tions of the chemical interactions occurring in the Ti-B

system. The investigations of the Ti-TiB
2

inter-

31 32action ' were inconclusive and provided little informa-

tion about the rates or mechanisms involved. The related

work on direct Ti-B reactions resulted in a range of

boride products and suggested the kinetics of these re-

actions influenced what products were observed. Although
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B-TiB^-TiB-Ti layers were reported, only the advance of

TiB2 was measured. Why TiB was kinetically favored over

the more stable T1B2 during the reaction between Ti and

B-jjCo has not been answered. This evidence of rapid de-

gradation of a potentially useful refractory material also

merits attention. The ability of Quantitative Microscopy

to describe a complex powder microstructure suggests a

means to examine this problem. Thus, the aim of this

study is to investigate the kinetics and mechanisms in-

volved in the reaction between Ti and TiB2 in a mixed

powder compact

.



SECTION II
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Since a simple additive solid state reaction proceeds

by transport of the reactant phases into contact with each

other and their chemical combination to form a product

phase, several alternative mechanisms were available to

model the various stages of reaction studied here. These

include

:

1) Vapor transport, surface diffusion, or volume

diffusion of the Ti with subsequent reaction.

2) A similar transport of B to the Ti.

3) Some combination of the above.

4) Diffusion of Ti or B through a TiB product

layer at a parabolic or a Tammann rate.

5) Interface motion controlled by the rate of

reaction at the boundary.

6) Reaction rate controlled by the rate of

nucleation of TiB.

7) Reaction controlled by the decomposition of

some intermediate met as table or impurity

stabilized phase.

Several experiments were designed and run to demonstrate

the validity of some mechanisms and exclude the others

.

45
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Sample Preparation

The starting powders were 99.7% purity Ti produced by

grinding commercial metal (Atomergic Chemetals Corpora-

tion) under a neutral atmosphere and 99.8% purity Til^

(Ventron, Inc.) made by reducing the oxides of B and Ti

with C. The particle size distribution of these powders

obtained by sieving is shown in Figure 6. The data below

20 ym were obtained using sedimentation methods. The Ti

particles were predominantly 20-50 ym with some particles

as large as 120 ym and had a platelike morphology char-

acteristic of grinding swarf (Figure 7) . A negligible

amount was smaller than 20 ym. The Til$2 powder was pri-

marily 20-30 ym with some finer material and some larger

conglomerates 30-80 ym in size (Figure 8) . Although

large numbers of small particles (£l ym) were detected in

the SEM and by Coulter Counter measurements , they con-

stituted a very small fraction of the total on a mass or

volume basis; attempts to obtain the complete size dis-

tribution using the Coulter Counter were unsuccessful due

to particle settling problems. The TiB2 particles were

rough but fairly equiaxed. Metallographic examination

showed very small amounts of another phase in the inter-

stices of the conglomerated particles. Electron micro-

probe analysis of these regions suggested the presence of
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Figure 7. Micrograph of Ti particles (470 X)
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Figure 8. Micrographs of TiB2 particles: a) many small
particles present on larger ones (950 X) , b)
large particle conglomerate of several smaller
particles (950 X)

.
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TiC or Ti~B, residue from the material preparation pro-

cess. Surface area measurement of these powders by BET

analysis gave 66.2 m /gm for TiB
2

and 56.5 m /gm for Ti.

These powders were mixed in equimolar amounts in a

V-blender for 24 hours and then compacted in a uniaxial

die at 3500 kg/cm pressure. The resulting discs (ap-

proximately 6 mm in diameter and 2 mm thick, containing

2.5-3.0 gm of material) were placed in a tungsten element

resistance furnace (Centorr Associates , Inc., Figure 9),

which was evacuated and backfilled with high-purity

gettered Ar three times. Minimal contact between sample

and support was obtained by placing the discs on edge.

A positive pressure of flowing Ar (approximately 860 mm

Hg) was maintained during the heating and cooling cycles.

The furnace temperature was increased at a rate of

100°C/min. until the desired temperature of 1100, 1200,

1300, 1400, or 1500°C was achieved. This temperature was

maintained for 0, 5, 15, 30, 60, or 120 min. and then the

sample was quenched at 400°C/min. by turning off the fur-

nace. An additional sample was heated to 900°C for 180 min.

to obtain a comparison with the results of StrashLnskaya and

Stepanchuk.
32

To allow for the energy input to the sample

during heat-up, reaction time was considered as holding

time plus heating time above 1100° C. Temperatures were
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measured using a W-57. Re - W-26% Re alloy thermocouple,

positioned approximately 5 mm from the sample.

These sinter-reacted discs were broken into nuggets

for metallographic preparation or pulverized to pass a

325 mesh screen for x-ray diffraction analysis. The nug-

gets were mounted in epoxy and the porosity filled by

vacuum impregnation to improve their strength during

polishing. These were polished using metal-bonded diamond

discs (3M Company) and 0.3 urn alumina slurry on nylon

cloths. The solid phases were decorated by electro-
25 30staining ' in 20 volume % NH

4
0H electrolyte at 18 volts

for 60-80 sec. (current density approximately 100 yamps/
2

cm ) . The anode was a screw placed through the back of

the mount and the apparatus is shown schematically in

Figure 10. Under an optical microscope, the Ti appeared

blue-purple, the TiB was tan, and the TiB
2
was white or

light tan. The epoxy-porosity remained gray (Table 3).

Unreacted pressed discs were also mounted, polished and

stained to gain metallographic information about the

initial compact.

Quantitative Microscopy Measurements

Quantitative Microscopy measurements were made using

a combination of manual and electronic counts on an Imanco
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Quantimet 720 image analyzing computer. A block diagram

of this instrument is shown in Figure 11. The optical

image of a metal lographic microscope is scanned using a

vidicon tube and the image displayed as a series of pic-

ture points of varying intensity on a television screen.

The gray- shade intensities of this representation depend

on the contrast between various phases of the optical

image. The number of picture points of a given intensity

(or voltage pulse) may be detected and separated by

setting suitable threshold windows electronically. Re-

ference to Figure 12 shows a gray (G) and a white (W)

particle in a black (B) matrix. If the phase boundaries

were sharp and the vidicon tube provided an ideal signal,

threshold settings at A and B could unambiguously separate

these phases. All picture points with intensity below A

would be detected as black, all points with intensity

greater than B would be white phase, and the rest would be

detected as gray phase.

Actual vidicon capabilities are not ideal and a

transition range of intensity across a boundary is ob-

tained in practice. For phases separated by a single

threshold, the best agreement between displayed and de-

tected image is usually achieved by setting the threshold

midway in the intensity range. For phases separated by
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Figure 12. Effect of nonideal signal on detected image
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two or more thresholds, as at the black-white boundary,

however, a web or halo of gray phase ("G") is detected

around the white phase since some picture point intensi-

ties fall within the A-B threshold window. This is an

artifact produced by the instrument; although methods

exist to deal with this problem, the required accessories

were not available for this study and an alternative was

found. The "sizer" feature of the Quantimet subtracts a

band of selected picture point width from one side of a

detected particle or region (shown in black on Figure 13)

.

Since most of the "G" halo was less than 10 picture points

wide, setting the sizer to subtract a 10 picture point

wide band from the edge of the detected gray phase re-

moved most of the artifact. That portion of the true gray

phase (G) also removed was then estimated manually and

added to the reduced picture point count; allowance was

also made for the small portion of "G" that was not sub-

tracted by the sizer. Another problem is uneven illumina-

tion that may cause distortion, as shown in Figure 14.

This was minimized by using only a small central portion

of the available image for analysis. The Quantimet has

three independent threshold settings and can thus separate

four phases. The resulting colors and gray shades are

summarized in Table 3. Figure 15 shows a view observed
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Figure 13. Effect of sizer on detected image.
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Figure 14. Effect of nonuniform background level on de-

tected image.
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i

Figure 15. Image of microscope view displayed on Quanti-
met screen; grid indicates portion of avail-
able area analyzed for each grid placement.
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by the instrument and the grid delineating the analyzed

area. The sequence of black, gray, and white phases de-

tected from it and the "G" halo may also be seen in Fig-

ure 16.

The image analyzing computer calculates the equiv-

alent of the various Quantitative Microscopy counting

measurements by considering each picture point as a point

in a grid. For this study, a grid size of 400 x 400

points (or a total of 160,000) was selected. The actual

size of this area (corresponding to L in Figure 4) was

measured by a stage micrometer to be 200 ym x 200 pm

-4 2
or 4 x 10 cm . The number of points detected for a

phase, Qv , divided by the total number of grid points

provides a point count reading, P
p . The computer logic

detects a change from one threshold range to another at

a boundary and counts the number of points, Qs , on the

boundary between either increasing or decreasing intensi-

ty regions, i.e., on only one side of a particle or phase

region. If the length of grid "line" is known, this gives

a modified intercept count, PL . Since the point density

in the grid is so high, an approximation to the area

fraction and phase perimeter, respectively, may be ob-

served on the display. A one line memory permits counting

the number of convex and concave tangent points per unit
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Figure 16. Images detected by Quantimet: a) black phase,
b) gray phase (note halo around white phase)

,

c) white phase

.
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area for each phase, T^+ or T*- , by "remembering if the

point is the first or last one of that phase from a pre-

vious scan. This feature detects tangents on only one

side of the phase but if enough counts are obtained, the

statistics remain satisfactory. Fifty placements of the

grid were made to obtain a distribution of values . These

were averaged and the 95% confidence interval and coeffi-

cient of variation calculated (Appendix 3) . Using these

averages, the actual grid size (200 ym) , and the Quantimet

restrictions, the expressions for Vv , Sv , and Mv were

modified as follows

:

V* = 1^/160,000 cm3/cm3 (35)

Sy = (0.50)0^ cm
2
/cm3 (36)

MJ = 15,708 Q^et;
cm/ cm3 (37)

where Qy, Q£, and ^net (=
Q.J;+-Qt_ > are the averaged in-

strument counts in the area, intercept, and tangent count

modes, respectively. These parameters were determined for

each of the four phases. Manual estimates of oi, Qg, and

QT
were made for TiB in the early stages of the reaction

when it was present in small amounts. The contrast be-

tween the gray epoxy and the blue-purple Ti was not always

great enough to give an unambiguous determination of Ti

,
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so manual estimates were also made of (}£ and QZ, for this
O J.

phase. Although individual interface areas can be deter-

mined from P, counts on particular combinations of

boundaries, i.e., Ti-TiB
2

interface, the Quantimet could

only determine a Qg
count for the complete boundary of a

phase. Therefore, Qg counts for the (Ti + TiB) and

(TiB + TiB2> phases combined were also measured to make

solution of the following set of equations for six specif-

ic interface areas possible.

V &v V V

aV bV bV V

cY = cay , -By . oY<$
V V &v V

06 <,<*<$ . Q 36 oY<S
V V aV V

f - sv
3
+ s7 + 4 6

+ s} 6

(38)

The symbols a, B, y, and 6 are for the Ti, TiB
2

, TiB, and

porosity phases, respectively. Quantitative Microscopy

measurements were also made on the mounted and polished

starting material. The results of the above series of

measurements were used to compute X , ff , the proximity

parameter, P
x>

selected velocity and curvature averages,
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and the solutions for the different models presented above

(Table 1) . Data reduction was accomplished using several

APL computer programs (Appendix 4)

.

Typical operation during sample measurements required

that a field of view be selected and the focus and

threshold adjusted. An independent measure of the varia-

bility of each of these steps was found by sixteen trials

on the unstained starting material (this was essentially a

two "phase" sample of solid and porosity). First, the

instrument variability was determined by counting Qv , Qg ,

and QT sixteen times on a single field of view with the

focus and threshold constant . Next , measurements were

made with the focus readjusted after each reading and the

threshold held constant. Finally, the focus adjustment

remained undisturbed for a series of readings where the

79
threshold was reset each time. Moore has discussed many

of the aspects affecting the accuracy of Quantitative

Microscopy measurements

.

Transport Experiments

Several additional experiments to determine the

transport species and mechanism were performed. These

are shown schematically in Figure 17. To determine if

vapor transport is responsible for material movement,

pressed powder discs of Ti and TiB
2
were placed in a Mo
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— Epoxy

ThO2^

ZrQ

\
TiB

2
Ti BNs

Figure 17. Schematic of transport experiments: a) vapor
transport, b) surface or volume diffusion, c)
diffusion couple.
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cylinder, separated by approximately 2 mm. Weight and

dimensional measurements were made on each disc before and

after heating at 1500° C for 2 hours , the maximum time and

temperature of this study. Since the Ar gas flow was from

below, this would aid any transport that occurred from the

lower disc; configurations with either Ti or TiB
?

as the

lower disc were used. Significant weight changes would

indicate operation of vapor transport from one or both of

the starting materials.

A comparison of surface diffusion to volume diffusion

for material transport was obtained by placing grains of

HB2 60 - 70 ym in size on polished solid Ti discs (ob-

tained by hot pressing powder) and Ti grains on TiB
2 , and

heating to 1500°C for 2 hours. These samples were then

polished to remove part of the grains. If surface dif-

fusion was significantly faster than volume diffusion, a

TiB reaction layer on the grains would be revealed by

electrostaining as a ring with unreacted material in the

center, as depicted in Figure 17b. If surface diffusion

was not significant, then the reaction interface would

move up through the grain more uniformly by volume dif-

fusion and no product ring would be observed - a rela-

tively sharp change from reactant to product would be seen

polishing through the grains

.
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To learn which species was diffusing, a Ti-Til^ dif-

fusion couple was prepared (Figure 17c) . This provided a

geometry with minimal porosity and so was a case where

either volume diffusion or grain boundary diffusion might

predominate. Solid discs of Ti and TiBo were obtained by

hot pressing pressed powder discs. These were polished to

0.3 ym with Al^Oo slurry. A Til$2 disc was sandwiched be-

tween two Ti discs to provide two different interfaces and

two types of markers were used. One was ThOo powder of

approximately 2 - 4 ym size, obtained by ultrasonically

dispersing the powder in ethanol, allowing it to settle

for 2 hours , and removing the liquid near the surface

.

This was placed on one of the Ti surfaces and allowed to

evaporate. A similar area dispersion on a glass slide is

shown in Figure 18. The other marker was ZrC^ fibers

(Union Carbide Corporation) , approximately 10 ym in dia-

meter. This sandwich was heated to 1300° C for 3 hours in

a vacuum hot press; a light pressure was maintained on the

sample through the heating cycle to insure good contact

between the discs. The result was mounted and polished

perpendicular to the two interfaces to observe the loca-

tion of the reaction layer and the markers

.
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Figure 18. Diffusion couple markers dispersed on glass
slides: a) Th02 powder (440 X), b) Zr02 fibers
(220 X)

.
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•

Quantitative X-Ray Analysis

To confirm the results of Quantitative Microscopy, a

quantitative x-ray analysis of the sinter reacted material

80
was made using the internal standard method.

A Philips Electronics instrument with a vertical

goniometer was used. Goniometer speed was 1/2° 20/min.

An automatic theta compensating divergence slit provided

a constant irradiated sample volume. The 1/2° receiving

slit and graphite crystal monochromator focussed the dif-

fracted beam into a Norelco Scintillation detector. The

output pulses were sorted by a pulse height analyzer to

reduce background counts. This signal was recorded on a

strip chart recorder (chart speed 1 in./min.) and the peak

integrated intensity measured using a scaler- timer

counting over the duration of a peak. Excitation voltage

of 45 kv and filament current of 20 ma. were used on the

copper target x-ray tube.

To reduce the effects of particle orientation, the

sample holder was rotated at 20 rpm. The phenolic holder,

Al support, and cable drive are shown in Figure 19. The

disc- shaped sample volume is approximately 1 mm deep and

18 mm in diameter. The irradiated area is rectangular,

12 mm x 15 mm, centered within the disc.
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Figure 19. X-ray equipment: a) phenolic sample holder
and Al support, b) cable drive and goniometer
(protective cover not shown)

.
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The sample loading technique consisted of placing the

loose powder on the disc, pressing it with the flat of a

glass slide, and scraping the excess off with the edge of

the slide. An earlier attempt to load samples using the

Q-l

McCreery technique to improve sample packing was made

(on a non- rotating sample holder) , but the small improve-

ment obtained for these powders did not justify the extra

effort and the rotating holder was retained.

The sinter-reacted samples were pulverized in a mor-

tar and pestle until they could pass a 325 mesh sieve.

The ductile Ti in the early stage reaction material would

not all pass the screen and so was re-added after sieving

the rest. The mass of these samples was in the range of

0.5 - 1.5 gm. The internal standard material chosen was

NaCl as it has strong, sharp peaks that do not signifi-

cantly overlap those of the other materials and can be

ground easily to -325 mesh. Ten weight % of -325 mesh

NaCl was mixed with each sample. The calibration

standards were made by mixing reactant and product powders

containing 10 weight % NaCl in the appropriate amounts to

give nominal volume fractions of , 10 , 25 , 50 , 70 , 90

,

and 1007o TiB. The reactant powder was obtained by mixing

equimolar amounts of -325 mesh Ti and TiB
2
powders with

-325 mesh NaCl. Since commercial TiB was not available,
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it was made by reacting several pressed pellets of mixed

Ti and TiBo at 1500°C for 2 hours. These conditions were

chosen to avoid the formation of eutectic liquid and

because longer times did not provide a greater yield of

TiB. The product mixture for standards was made by pul-

verizing this to pass 325 mesh and mixing it with NaCl.

The mass of the standards was 0.5 - 2.5 gms . and was high

enough to ensure accurate weights.

Prior to analyzing the samples, the experimental de-

viation of several factors was determined. Machine error

was determined by making 10 separate measurements of the

major peak for pure TiB
2

and NaCl samples with and without

sample rotation and/or goniometer motion. Next, the de-

viation due to particle orientation and sample loading

technique was determined from 10 measurements of each ma-

terial. Samples were removed and remounted after each

run. The deviation of a single peak indicated the packing

error and the deviation of the ratio between two peaks of

the same material indicated the influence of particle

orientation. The variability due to mixing was found

from 10 runs on mixtures of Ti and TiB
2

and of TiB and

NaCl. This effect was determined from the deviation in

peak intensity ratios of the two mixed materials . Cal-

culation of the average, 95% confidence interval (using
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Student's t correction), and coefficient of variation were

made for each of the above (Appendix 3)

.

An internal standard calibration curve was obtained

from 10 runs on each standard. A background count was

measured for 100 sec. at 20 = 50.8° (d = 1.7959 A). The

o

integrated intensity of the Ti (d = 2.244 A), TiB
2

(d =

2.033 A), NaCl (d = 2.821 A), and TiB (d - 2.140 and

2.161 A) peaks was measured from the difference of the

sealer-timer count and background. The angular range of

29 used was 45 - 30°. The two TiB peaks were combined

into one measurement to increase the TiB count and avoid

errors due to peak overlap. The ratios of metal and

boride to NaCl were averaged and plotted as a function of

80
known volume fraction. Alexander and Klug have shown

this calibration curve should be linear.

A similar technique was used for analyzing the

reacted samples (1100 - 1400°C) except that only four runs

were made on each. The volume fraction for each sample

constituent was found from the calibration curve. The ex-

tent of reaction parameter, x, and various model func-

tions, f(x) (Table 1), were computed.



SECTION III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the above experiments are presented

and related to the several alternative mechanisms pres-

ented earlier.

Metallographic Examination

A qualitative examination of the series of metallo-

graphic samples for each temperature shows the quantities

of Ti and TiB
2

decreasing and TiB increasing with time.

The porosity also increases and, at higher temperatures

and longer times, is estimated to be about 50%. Some

pullout due to polishing is observed, especially at the

shorter times or lower temperatures , where less sinter

bonding occurs. Edge rounding of the TiB and TiB
2

and

relief polishing of the epoxy is also seen, as would be

expected from samples of this particle size and range of

hardness. In some cases, the boundary between the borides

could also be detected due to differential relief during

polishing. During the grinding stage with 15 ym metal-

bonded diamond discs, the brittle TiB
2
often fractured

and left many small pits on the surface. These were

usually removed by the polishing step, but those that re-

75
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mained often became sites of pitting corrosion during the

electrostaining; a compromise between allowing sufficient

staining time to achieve adequate color contrast and yet

avoiding excessive corrosion of Ti or TiB
2

at longer times

was required for some specimens. The deterioration of the

decorated colors with time, especially for Ti , occa-

sionally required that samples be repolished and restained

for examination in the Quantimet.

The TiB product first appeared at the contact regions

between Ti and TiB
2

and began growing into the TiB
2

. As

the reaction proceeded, the TiB began extending to the

sides of this region and coating the TiB
2

particles. It

took approximately 60, 30, and 15 min. to coat the larger

particles at 1100, 1200, and 1300°C, respectively, while

at 1400 and 1500°C, most particles had a TiB product layer

surrounding a TiB~ kernel after only 5-8 min. Many

smaller grains were fully converted to TiB by the time

coating of the larger particles was complete. After 2

hours at 1500°C, almost all of the TiB
2
was consumed, al-

though some of the larger particles had a central core of

unreacted material and uncoated portions of some TiB
2

particles could still be seen. In contrast to the results

32
of Strashinskayaand Stepanchuk, no contact reaction

zones were seen in the sample heated to 900°C for 180 min.
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This may be due to the smaller particle size or lesser

purity of their samples. Some completely uncoated parti-

cles were found by electron microprobe examination to be

reacted, suggesting these grains had become electrically

insulated from the rest during vacuum impregnation and

hence did not stain. Figure 20a - 20e shows a representa-

tive sequence of micrographs for this reaction, while

Figure 20f illustrates this last point.

The Ti phase evolution shows these large platelike

particles decreasing in both length and breadth but main-

taining a non-equiaxed aspect until the reaction is near

completion. At this stage, the particles are usually

observed bonded to the TiB network with large voids

surrounding them; these are presumably the regions

formerly filled with larger Ti grains (center of Figure

20e) . In some well-reacted specimens, a few Ti particles

much larger than the rest are seen (Figure 21) . During

the course of the reaction, the Ti particle boundaries

seen in section become rounded and smooth at local rough-

ness while the boride boundaries remain ragged.

Figure 22 is an SEM micrograph of a polished and

stained sample. The particle rounding, epoxy relief, and

corrosion pits are readily visible in this view. Figure

23 shows fracture surfaces of the unreacted starting mate-
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Figure 20. Sequence of reaction: a) starting material
b) initial contact reaction (both 440 X)

.
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Figure 20. Sequence of reaction: c) reaction continues,
d) TiB2 particles coated (both 440 X)

.
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Figure 20. Sequence of reaction-, e) near completion, f)

unreacted TiB2 (both 440 X)

.
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Figure 23. Micrographs of fracture surfaces: a) initial
sample (570 X) , b) sample reacted at 1300°C/
17 min. (1950 X).
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Figure 23. Micrographs of fracture surfaces: c) sample
reacted at 1500°C/124 tnin. (1030 X).
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rial, a 1300°C/17 min. sample, and a 1500°C/124 min.

sample. The initial pointed contacts and openness of the

structure may be seen. This open structure is retained

and expanded with the development of projecting and appar-

ently overlapping needles of TiB.

Transport Experiment Results

The metallographic examination suggested that Ti is

the major diffusing species since TiB is seen to cover

the TiB
2

and not the Ti. That the reaction proceeds from

a contact region also supports volume or surface diffusion

mechanisms - no initial uniform coating of Ti or TiB on

TiB
2
was seen, as would be expected for vapor transport.

Vapor transport of Ti or B is not a significant mechanism

in this reaction, even though the Ti vapor pressure at

these temperatures is fairly high (^10 min. Hg) .

' This

is confirmed by the separated discs experiment (Figure

17a); the weight change of either disc was less than 0.5%.

In addition, the Mo support inadvertantly touched the Ti

disc and after heating was found with a gold coloration

near the region of contact. Auger analysis of this sur-

face showed the presence of 0, N, Mo, Mg, C, and Ti, pro-

viding more evidence for surface diffusion of Ti. It has

83
been reported that TiB

2
vaporizes congruently with a
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-6
vapor pressure of <10~ mm Hg at 2200°C, so little vapor-

ization from this refractory material would be expected

84
at the temperatures utilized here.

Confirmation that surface diffusion is the major

mechanism of Ti transport is provided by the experiment in

which HB2 grains were placed on Ti. Figure 24 shows the

product ring microstructure expected (Figure 17b) if sur-

face diffusion is significantly faster than volume diffu-

sion. This view also demonstrates the fracture holes

characteristic of grinding T±Bj - additional polishing to

remove them was not attempted for fear of polishing

through the grains

.

Initial observation of the shrinking TiB
2
phase sug-

gested Ti was diffusing through the product layer. How-

ever, it was subsequently recognized that even though Ti

was coating the TiB2 by surface diffusion, product forma-

tion could either occur by reaction of Ti with TiB2 at the

TiB-TiB
2

interface or by diffusion of B through TiB to

react with Ti at the particle surface; both mechanisms

might also operate simultaneously. The diffusion couple

results demonstrate that both Ti and B diffuse, but Ti

diffuses at a faster rate. Figure 25 shows the two

couples with ThC>2 and ZrC>2 markers . The reaction layer

is £25 - 30 ym thick. The markers are at the Ti-TiB
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Figure 24. Result for surface diffusion transport experi-
ment (440 X)

.
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Figure 25. Diffusion couple interfaces: a) Th02 markers
(440 X) , b) Zr02 markers (440 X)

.
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interface, demonstrating that Ti diffused into the TiB
2

and TiB. This result contradicts the contention of

31 32several previous investigators ' that B is the major

diffusing species. However, they did not use markers

and none of the visible observations made here conflicts

with their micrographs or the descriptions of their couples.

Several needles of TiB projecting into the Ti may be seen,

as well as particles of TiB present in the Ti with no

visible connection to the TiB layer. These correspond to

the wedges or teeth of boride phase that have been reported

by earlier researchers . They provide evidence of counter

diffusion of B, which precipitated from solid solution dur-

ing cooling. The distance of these precipitates from the

TiB layer (£10 - 40 ym) suggested diffusion occurred along

grain boundaries. However, etching in a very dilute solu-

tion of HF and H2O2 showed these particles are located at

grain boundaries and within grains. The TiB grain struc-

ture was revealed as moderately columnar with many grains

extending completely across the product layer.

Hot pressing the TiB
2

at 1900° C for 3 hours gave about

857 dense material. To achieve greater densities, higher

temperatures (%2300°C) and/or much higher pressures

85-87
(£20,000 atmospheres) are required. ~ The porosity is
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visible in the TiB
2
but not in the TiB layer, indicating

it was absorbed during the transformation by expansion of

the TiB. Comparison of the TiB wedges visible on the dif-

fusion couples and the overlapped TiB needles in Figure 23

show a similar morphology. An excess of Ti appears

19
necessary to form these needles: Decker and Kasper used

an excess of Ti in producing their TiB single crystal

needles for x-ray crystal structure analysis.

The results of metal lographic analysis and the trans-

port experiments show the reaction initiates at the con-

tact points between Ti and TiB
2
particles and subsequent

reaction proceeds rapidly due to surface diffusion of Ti

over the TiB. The Ti then reacts to form TiB and con-

tinues to react with TiB
2
by diffusing through the TiB

reaction layer.

Quantitative Microscopy Results

The Quantitative Microscopy results follow qualita-

tive observations. The Ti and TiB
2
volume fractions, sur-

face area per volume, and total curvature per volume all

decrease as the reaction proceeds ; the TiB parameters all

increase initially with a slight decrease in surface area

later. The porosity generally increases or holds steady

with time. These results were accelerated with increasing
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temperature. They are tabulated in Appendix 5 and shown

graphically in the figures indicated below. Where shown,

the error bars designate the 957o confidence interval.

Data for 1100°C samples were not collected because of

excessive pullout during polishing.

The volume fraction data (Figures 26 through 29) for

the solid phases fit the trends well except for the

1200°C/31 min. reactant point; although this point may re-

flect a real plateau in the volume- time relation, there

is no corresponding plateau in TiB. Since EVy = 1, an

equal but opposite shift in porosity fraction gave the re-

sults as drawn. These results also show that at 1400 and

1500° C, the reaction goes almost to completion very

quickly but then advances very little. At these tempera-

Ti
tures , the value of V"v is very small ; during its deter-

Ti
mination many fields of view gave Qy =0. Since the

molar volume of Ti is 2/3 that of TiB
2 , the observed

values for Ti are too low. The metallographic examination

for these times and temperatures suggests that most of the

Ti is isolated in a few large grains. Thus, the sample is

not representative of the true volume fraction of Ti since

it is no longer as homogeneous or uniform as before. A

random sectioning plane could easily miss this portion of

the Ti volume fraction, and many more fields of view
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Figure 26. Quantitative Microscopy volume fraction re-
sults for 1200°C.
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Figure 27. Quantitative Microscopy volume fraction re-
sults for 1300°C.
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Figure 28. Quantitative Microscopy volume fraction re-
sults for 1400°C.
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Figure 29. Quantitative Microscopy volume fraction re-
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and/or polish planes would have to be examined to reflect

the true volume of Ti in the samples.

The measurements for volume fraction porosity were in

the range 45 - 607o ; these were considered high although in

qualitative agreement with the observed micros trueture.

To check these results, the porosity of the remaining un-

mounted samples was measured by an independent immersion

method (using wax impregnation) . These results are tabu-

lated in Appendix 6; a graphical comparison of the

porosity measured by both techniques is given in Figures

30 and 31. The immersion method shows a porosity range

of 30 - 45%, which is much closer to the expected result.

The slight porosity increase for initial times may be due

to the use of several smaller nuggets for their measure-

ment rather than one or two larger ones. The discrepancy

in values between the two methods can be explained in the

early stages of the reaction by pullout and in all stages

by rounding of grains during polishing. This causes the

solid volume "seen" by the Quantimet to be smaller than it

really is, and the porosity to be correspondingly larger.

This difference amounts to 10 or 15%, equivalent to

approximately 16,000 - 24,000 picture points. If a re-

presentative value of Qs
= 2,500 counts is taken for the

solid-porosity interface, this number of points may be
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Figure 31. Porosity determined by immersion displace-
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doubled to account for both sides of a phase. Since each

picture point is a 1/2 ym square, doubling or quadrupling

this value is equivalent to a 1 - 2 ym band around the

solid phase. Rounding by this amount is possible and

would explain most of the point count difference. This

would increase at later stages where the Qs count is

closer to 3,000. The remaining point count deficit would

be due to pullout; data in Figure 30 reflect the greater

influence of pullout at lower temperatures since greater

porosity is seen, contrary to expectation. This porosity

discrepancy was not attributed to instrumental errors

because the sum of individual volume fractions is equal to

unity within 0.5% for almost every case, as shown by tabu-

lations of Point Count Errors in Appendix 5. To determine

if this discrepancy altered the relative amounts of solid

phases measured, the mole fractions of each solid phase

were calculated (Appendix 5) and plotted (Figures 32 -

35) .
The results show the reactants to have been measured

in equimolar amounts for 1200 and 1300° C; the influence of

large isolated Ti particles cited above distort these re-

sults for 1400 and 1500°C. Thus, it was felt the rounding

affected the solid phases in approximately the same pro-

portions and confidence in their relative amounts was re-

tained.
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Figure 32. Quantitative Microscopy mole fraction results
for 1200°C.
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Figure 33. Quantitative Microscopy mole fraction results
for 1300°C.
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Figure 34. Quantitative Microscopy mole fraction results
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Figure 31 also shows a pronounced increase in

porosity with time and temperature. This increase was

observed independently on the six pressed samples used to

make TiB for x-ray standards. The mass and external

dimensions of these discs were measured before and after

heating. These data, presented in Table 4, show the con-

sistency of the disc pressing step and a definite increase

in porosity from 31 to 42%. The slight difference from

the immersion method is due to the greater proportion of

surface pore volume to total pore volume in the small

nuggets used for displacement measurements compared to the

larger pressed discs.

In seeking an explanation for this porosity increase,

it may be noted that two moles of TiB form for each mole

of TiBo consumed and cause a boride volume increase of

67%. If this expansion does not totally replace the vol-

ume of Ti consumed, the powder compact will expand unless

greater densification due to sintering occurs. The

influence of sintering TiB or TiB2 on the density of the

powder compact was determined by weighing and measuring

the volume of pressed discs of these powders before and

after heating to 1500°C for 2 hrs
. ; densification of less

85-87
than 1%, was realized. It may be recalled that higher

temperatures and pressures than used here are required for
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significant densification of TiB
2

- Thus, the 10 - 15%

porosity increase that occurs during this reaction is due

primarily to the volume increase upon transformation of

TiB
2

to TiB.

The surface area per volume determinations are in

agreement with the volume fraction results, as shown in

Figures 36 through 39. The S^
1 and sJ

lB2 decrease as

TiB
their volume decreases, while the rapid increase in Sy

reflects the formation of interior TiB-TiB
2

interface and

exterior TiB-porosity interface. This value subsequently

decreases as TiBo volume is removed and approaches the

total solid-porosity area. The decrease in total solid-

porosity area at higher temperatures mirrors the increase

in porosity discussed above. Those points where

sJ
iB

> sE
orosity

are due to different Qg
counts on oppo-

site sides of the solid phases of the microstructure.

This sv
orosity

(£1200 cm
2
/cm3 ) corresponds to £5 x 10"'

m /gm, which is much lower than the BET values given

earlier (56 - 66 m /gm) for the starting powders. This

difference can be attributed to the limits of optical re-

solution of the microscope, the larger number of small

TiB 2
particles , and the crevices of the deformed Ti pow-

der swarf.
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Figure 36. Quantitative Microscopy surface area per vol-
ume for 1200°C^
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Figure 37. Quantitative Microscopy surface area per vol-

ume for 1300°C.
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The specific interface areas between phases cal-

culated from the S^ data are also given in Appendix 5 and

Figures 40 through 43. Except for the Ti-TiB
2

interface,

all results follow the pattern expected from the previous

qualitative and quantitative information. The Ti-TiB 7

contacts are small initially and are expected to quickly

go to zero as TiB forms between them. The calculated re-

sults for this couple show negative values, which have no

physical meaning. This results because of errors in oi

due to the halo thickness and different Q* values

measured on opposite sides of the same phase. Also, the

$s values are averages of the distribution in Q* values

obtained from the fifty grid placements. When these are

combined in Equation (38) , the statistical variation in-

creases and negative numbers may result. However, the

trend with increasing time and temperature is towards

zero; except for early 1200 °C data, the zero line falls

within the 95% confidence intervals. The Ti-TiB area

remains small in all cases, indicating the small initial

Ti contacts in the compact do not change much during the

reaction. The TiB-TiB
2
values follow the increased

coating of TiB
2

by TiB and the later shrinkage of TiB
2 ,

approaching Sy
2 as coating is almost complete. The

specific solid-porosity values all approach the corre-
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Figure 40. Quantitative Microscopy specific interface
area for 1200°C.
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sponding solid phase area. The proximity parameter shows

some of these data in a combined form (Figure 44) . The

proximity results give the average degree of TiB
2

parti-

cle coating by TiB. The metallographic examination showed

complete coating of some particles after 30 and 15 min.

for 1200 and 1300°C specimens, respectively, while Fig-

ure 52 shows longer times required for significant cover-

age. This may result from examination of a two dimension-

al section through only partially coated three dimensional

particles, similar to that of Figure 17b. The range of

TiB2 particle size may also give a distribution of coating

percentages that shifts the average to later times. The

1400 and 1500°C data show nearly complete coating very

early.

The total curvature results (Figures 45 through 48)

are less reliable due to limits of optical resolution and

particle rounding during polishing. In addition, the pic-

ture point resolution could be no better than 0.5 ym and

the Quantimet detection system tends to remove the

raggedness of boundaries because of non-ideal signal

characteristics (Figure 12) . This was less of a problem

Ti
for Ti since the Q„ were determined by manual inspection

of the image and for TiB2 in the later stages because the

TiB-TiB2 boundary tended to become smooth. The poor con-
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Figure 45. Quantitative Microscopy total curvature re-
sults for 1200°C. .
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trast between epoxy and stained Ti also made some detected

boundaries fuzzy, which caused the qE ^ counts to be

high, especially during the early stages of reaction.

However, the observed trends are fairly consistent. The

Ti Ti
Q + and Qi,_ values decreased but remained approximately

Ti
equal to each other so M

v ty for all times. The origi-

nally rough TiB
?
boundary became smooth and decreased in

area as the reaction proceeded so My 2 decreased. Since

the TiB
2
-porosity boundary was replaced by TiB-porosity

,

Ti R TiBo
the M^. increased toward the initial My z value. And,

although the initial MR
oros:L y values are questionable,

they tend to become equal and opposite to those of TiB at

later times. The scale of roughness and needle dimensions

shown in previous SEM micrographs (Figure 23) suggest the

magnitudesof MPorosit: y values presented do not reflect the

true curvature of the solid surfaces during the later

stages. This resolution limitation is less serious for

the TiB-TiB
2
boundary.

The above data are combined in the A and H para-

meters. The porosity increase discussed above should also

be reflected in the X values for porosity as a general

scale factor. Figures 49 through 52 show only a modest

change at 1200 and 1300° C while the increase in 1400 and

1500°C data is more definite. The X values for TiB follow
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the increase in TiB volume, but the magnitude of 10 -

15 yin is approximately half that expected if this para-

meter measured a particle diameter. Part of this dif-

ference is due to the distribution of particle size and

to the TiB^ core which divides the larger particles. The

average distance between TiB surfaces then approaches the

distance between exterior and interior surfaces rather

than the distance across the complete particle. It is

also the nature of X to underestimate a "diamater;" for

example, the X for monosized spheres is 2/3 of their dia-

meter. The results for Ti and TiBo show a little more

scatter. The general trend is for X and X z to de-

crease, especially in the early stages when smaller parti-

cles are consumed and removed from the population. At

later stages , the remaining large particles experience

surface rounding and slower rates of volume transforma-

tion, causing the X values to increase slightly. The X

parameter is a more sensitive indicator of changes in

scale when there is a significant change in the surface to

volume ratio of the phase; this occurs when the elongated

Ti grains shrink and the TiB forms a spherical shell.

The H values (Figures 53 through 56) follow the

trends expected for the ratios of My and Sy. The Ti

grains initially become less rough but retain their elon-
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Figure 53. The H parameters for 1200 °C
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Figure 55. The H parameters for 1400°C.
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gated shape so the surface area decrease is more gradual

(Figures 30 and 31). Thus, the decrease in My1 causes H
Ti

to decrease. Later, the grains shrink in length and their

surface to volume ratio also decreases: with decreasing

Sv , the H parameter increases slightly. These changes

—Tiin H and metallographic examination suggest the decrease

in surface energy driving the surface rounding only oper-

ates over a 1 - 5 ym distance. Whether the source for Ti

diffusion is the surface and/or the interior of the Ti

particles can not be answered from these data. Since the

transformation to form TiB occurs at the TiB
2

grains, no

experiments to determine this source were attempted. How-

ever, the reaction sequence micrographs (Figure 20b and c)

show some holes in the particle interior; it is not clear

if these are really pores developed due to Ti diffusion

from the interior or deep concave surface depressions sec-

tioned by the polishing plane. The changes in H
TlB2

re-

flect the initial decrease in S™ 2 as smaller TiB
2

parti-

cles are consumed and the later decrease in My152 as

coating by TiB smooths the TiB
2

surface. Finally, the

—TiB?
H £ approaches a steady value after complete coating of

most of the TiB
2

particles. Observations of initial TiB-

TiB
2

interface show it is relatively smooth when created

(within the resolution of the optical microscope) . An H
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determination restricted to this interface would be a more

useful measure of the influence of surface curvature on

this reaction. This requires a determination of It. for

this partial surface but measurements could not be made

with the Quantimet on this restricted feature. In the

later stages of reaction, the TiB
2

area is approximately

equal to the specific TiB-TiB
2

interface: in this case,

H l does not change much as the coated TiB
2
particles

are consumed. Thus, the curvature of this interface does

not appear to influence the reaction rate appreciably.

The H results appear similar to those for TiB
2

- The

initial reaction zones on large particles and the smaller

particles of consumed TiB
2
have a rough surface but small

area so H exhibits a sharp initial increase. The con-

tinued rapid formation of smooth interior and rough ex-

tenor TiB surface causes H to then decrease sharply.

The subsequent increase for the 1200°C data reflects the

Ti Rcorresponding increase in My for 1200°C: since higher

temperature data do not show this increase, it is

attributed to pullout increasing this Qp2 count (see Fig-

ure 30) . The magnitude of H is not truly representa-

tive of the TiB surface because of the overlapped needle

morphology discussed above (Figure 23) . The H porosity

remains fairly constant as the proportion between area and
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roughness of this surface is not significantly changed by

the consumption of Ti particles

.

The results of Quantitative Microscopy measurements

on the initial compact are presented in Table 5. However,

due to pullout during polishing, these values are not con-

sidered reliable. The variability in operating technique

of the Quantimet is shown in Table 6. These results indi-

cate the deviation is only a fraction of a percent, except

for the QT counts, where the smaller sample size (total

number of counts) influences the statistical calculations.

Examination of the tabulations in Appendix 5 shows the

confidence intervals to be fairly constant, while the

coefficient of variability increases as the mean value de-

creases, as expected. The percent error in point count

indicates how closely Evh = 1. The difference between

v
porosity md (1 . zv^

olid
) was divided by 160,000 and by

each Vv count. The results indicate this difference is

about 0.1% for the total counts and usually less than 1%

for the individual phases, except where they were present

in vary small amounts (early stage TiB and later stage Ti

and TiB
2 ) . Two other characteristics also influenced

overall accuracy. The higher porosity values caused the

errors in solid phases to be a greater fraction than would

have been the case for more accurate porosity measure-
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Table 6

Variability in Quantimet Operating Technique

Machine variability: constant focus and
threshold adjustment

Q* = 72959 Q* = 1676.8 Q^iet
= 19 " 5

i 83.6 ± 1.5050 ± 0.8266
CV = 0.00057 CV = 0.00042 CV = 0.02145

Focus adjustment: constant threshold setting

Q* - 80837 Q* = 1630.8 ^et
= 28.81

± 377.6 ± 13.046 ± 2.532
CV = 0.00234 CV = 0.00400 CV = 0.0439

Threshold adjustment: focus unchanged

Q^ = 81213 Q| - 1610.6 Q^et
- 29.06

± 376.4 ± 9.460 ±
" = 2.432

CV = 0.00232 CV = 0.00294 CV = 0.0418

Notes

:

Results are averages of 16 runs. Sample was
starting material compact, unstained. A
single field of view was examined.
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ments. Under ideal conditions, the Quantimet can distin-

guish 25 - 30 gray shade levels , but the gray of the

epoxy, as the "blackest" phase, reduced this available

contrast range; this decreased the ability to accurately

detect separate phases, especially between Ti and

porosity.

The trends of the Quantitative Microscopy data for

Vy, Sy, and uh are in agreement with qualitative observa-

tions. These data are combined to obtain specific inter-

face, r , and H
1 information, which also behave as ex-

pected. However, the magnitudes of Sy .My
'

anc^

for the exterior portion of the TiB surface do not prop-

erly represent the overlapped needle structure seen in

Figure 23 because of resolution limits. The instrumental

errors are <0.5% and the variability from the 50 grid

placements is usually 1 - 2%. The 10 - 15% discrepancy

in vHoroslty is attributed to difficulties of metallo-

graphic preparation. In addition, the 10 - 15% increase

in porosity demonstrated by the immersion displacement

data is almost totally from the volume increase of TiB
2

particles upon transformation to TiB.
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Quantitative X-Ray Results

The results of x-ray error determinations are shown

in Table 7. Rotating the sample significantly reduced the

variability compared to the non-rotating case. The

machine error (run on a single sample) was about 0.5%,

while the particle orientation, sample packing, and mixing

errors (with samples remounted after each run) were 1-3,

1-4, and 1 - 2%, respectively. The higher values are

due to the variability in the second T1B2 peak (d =

2.62 A). Overall, the errors are closer to 1 or 2%.

The strip chart results for several 1200°C samples

are shown qualitatively in Figure 57. The NaCl peaks re-

amin constant while the TiB
2

and Ti peaks decrease and the

TiB peaks increase. Selected x-ray data (of lines within

the 29 range 30 - 48°) for the compounds in the Ti-B sys-

tem are given in Appendix 7. Figure 57 and Appendix 7

show that selection of peaks for measurement required some

compromise between peak intensity and peak separation. To

o

avoid overlap problems, the two TiB peaks (d = 2.140 A and

d = 2.161 A) were combined - this also increased the TiB

intensity. The second and third most intense Ti and TiB

peaks (d = 2.557 A, 2.543 A and d = 2.342 A, 2.346 A) over-

lapped too much to be used. This required measurements on
o

the most intense and broad Ti peak (d = 2.244 A), although
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it also overlapped the neighboring Ti-TiB peak to some ex-

tent. This overlap problem was compounded by a peak shift

with time, which is discussed more fully later. The TiB
2

peaks are very intense and sufficiently separated to cause

no problem. The pattern for NaCl is suitably intense and

separated to be used as an internal standard in spite of

the number of close and overlapping peaks of the Ti-B

system (Appendix 7) . The proximity of many peaks in this

system helps explain the difficulties early researchers

had interpreting their x-ray data.

The data for x-ray standards and samples are given in

Appendix 8. The standard calibration curves (Figure 58)

80
are approximately linear, as expected. The reaction to

form TiB material for standards did not go to completion

in a reasonable length of time and residual amounts of Ti

and TiB2 contaminated the nominal volume fraction quanti-

ties. Attempts to remove this residue by dissolving in

several different acids produced distorted x-ray patterns

88
and were abandoned. Utilizing the method of additions

(inset, Figure 58), the residual amounts were determined

to be 4 volume % Ti and 6 volume % TiB
2

(10% total). The

nominal volume fractions were corrected by these amounts

to give the calibration curves in Figure 58. The slight

positive and negative deviations for TiB and TiB2 , re-
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spectively, reflect the finer particle size of the pul-

verized TiB, which would pack between the harder and less

compressible TiB
2

and hence appear in the exposed surface

layer in greater proportion than its actual volume. This

is supported by the more gritty feel of the standards and

samples with high reactant volume fractions.

The sample count data (Appendix 8) were used in con-

junction with Figure 58 to obtain the volume fractions for

each phase, shown in Figures 59 through 62 (solid lines).

The resultant trends are similar to the Quantitative

Microscopy results and are accelerated with increasing

temperature. However, the initial Ti volume fractions are

lower than expected (£40%) and the TiB
2

fractions are

higher than they should be (£60%) . The total of these

volume fractions is £110 - 130%. There are several dif-

ferences between samples and standards that may account

for this. These include the presence of

1) sieved and unsieved Ti

;

2) pulverized and unpulverized material;

3) total mass differences;

4) coated and uncoated TiB
2 ; and

5) reacted and unreacted Ti and an associated peak

shift.

Each of these factors is discussed below.
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Figure 60. Quantitative x-ray volume fraction results for
1200°C (solid line: internal standard method;
dashed line: direct comparison method).
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Figure 61. Quantitative x-ray volume fraction results for
1300°C (solid line: internal standard method;
dashed line: direct comparison method).
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Figure 62. Quantitative x-ray volume fraction results for
1400°C (solid line: internal standard method;
dashed line: direct comparison method).
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1) The ductile Ti grains in the samples that did

not pass the 325 mesh sieve were re-added to the already

sieved material while -325 mesh Ti powder was used in

mixing the standards. Thus, the larger Ti particles from

the samples would be under-exposed on the surface layer

in comparison to the Ti powder used in the standards.

This explains the greater than 60 volume % TiB
2
measured

for the samples initially, since it would increase rela-

tive to the Ti deficit.

2) A similar effect is caused by pulverizing the

sample, where the harder boride phases become embedded in

the ductile Ti and/or form an adherent coating of fine

particles (Figure 63) , which decreases Ti intensity.

3) The smaller available sample mass required less

NaCl to make 10 weight %, increasing the possible error in

weighing this small amount of material (£0.05 - 0.10 gm)

.

To check the possibility of variation in NaCl content, the

volume fractions were re-determined using the direct com-

80 89
parison method. ' Calibration curves of intensity vs.

known volume fraction (Figure 64) were generated from the

integrated intensity counts of the standards. A few

points were off this calibration curve because of a small

change in the x-ray tube filament current (20 to 21 ma.)

that occurred during the internal standards determinations
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Figure 63. Pulverized x-ray sample heated to 1300°C for

16 min. (905 X).
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Figure 64. Direct comparison calibration curves
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and prior to running the samples. This does not affect

the internal standard measurements ; and the trends in

Figure 64 for direct comparison are clear. Comparing

these results with the sample data counts provided another

measure of volume fraction (independent of NaCl amount)

shown as dashed lines in Figures 59 through 62. This

method is less reliable because of variation in the mass

of material put into the sample holder, but is an adequate

check on the other technique. The results are similar to

those of the internal standard technique and the total

volume fractions are lower (105 - 115%) . The differences

between the two methods are greatest in the later stages

of the reaction, with the TiB curve showing the most de-

viation. This suggests two other factors concerning TiB

that may influence differences between standards and

samples

.

4) The standards were made from mixed, separate

powder phases, while in the samples, the TiB and TiB2

phases were present in the same particles. During pul-

verizing, the TiB could "flake off" but still leave a

coating that would diminish TiB2 intensity and hence dis-

tort the boride volume determinations. Calculation of the

mass absorption coefficients and the penetration depth

(Table 8) show some absorption effects could occur. How-
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ever, the coating before grinding is only approximately

10 ym, so if it flakes off, an even thinner layer should

remain. Further, metallographic examination of a pul-

verized sample showed most fractures to be across the

particles and not just flaking, so each boride (TiB and

TiB
2 ) should have been exposed equally to the x-ray beam.

5) Another possibility is peak overlap between Ti

(d = 2.244 A) and TiB (d = 2.346 A) combined with an ob-

served shift in Ti peak with reaction time. This effect

is shown schematically in Figure 65. The standards made

with unreacted Ti showed the Ti peak in its normal

position, while for the samples, the Ti peak shifted
o

toward its neighboring Ti-TiB peak (d = 2.342 A and
o

2.346 A, respectively). Thus, the number of Ti counts

made for the sample would be lower than the corresponding

number obtained from the standard and the volume fraction

of Ti in the sample would be underestimated.

From the above discussion, Ti is the phase with the

least reliable volume measurement. Since the parameter

of interest is the extent of reaction, x, or relative

amounts of the borides , this error is not serious if the

borides are measured in the proper proportions . The shift

in the Ti peak (Figure 65) measured relative to the
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starting material 1

1200°C/1 min

1200°C/6 min. 3

1200°C/16 min. 4

1200°C/31 min. 5

1200°C/61 min. 6

1200°C/121 7

min.

90 volume % 8

TiB standard

2 e

Figure 65. Peak shift for Ti (Oil) line.
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neighboring TiB peaks (2.140 A and 2.161 A) is seen to

occur gradually as the reaction proceeds. This shift is

not an experimental artifact because the results for the

90 volume % standard (curve 8, Figure 65) show peaks from

both residual Ti in the TiB and 4 volume % unreacted Ti

added to make the standard. This curve indicates a

definite separation of ^0.45° 20. This shift could be diie

to formation of Ti-jB, or to solid solution of B or some

contaminant. The final peak location is not shifted

sufficiently to support the conclusion that TioB, has

formed, although development of the shoulder on curves 4

and 5 (Figure 65) suggests it. Examination of alternative
O o

major Ti
3
B/ peaks (d = 2.533 A or 2.117 A) is not possible

90
due to overlap with Ti and TiB peaks . Clark has shown

the influence of and N on the Ti lattice constants

:

there is negligible change in a and an increase in c .

The peak measured here is for the (011) plane; the corre-

sponding shifts in d spacing for it and for c are given

in Table 9, assuming that a remains constant. These re-

sults suggest that whatever or N contamination is pres-

ent is already in the starting material since the initial
o

c of 4.6923 A corresponds to ^0.4 weight % of these ele-

90
ments in Ti. No report of a change in Ti c with known

91
B content could be found to check the possibility of B
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causing this shift in d spacing from 4.6923 to 4.9285 A.

The measuring conditions used here are not accurate enough

to specify the exact amount or cause of this shift, but

Figure 65 shows it does occur.

The x-ray results show a more gradual change in vol-

ume fractions than the Quantitative Microscopy data. The

Ti results are anomalously low and several reasons for

this have been discussed. The internal standard curves

are almost linear, as expected.



SECTION IV
MODEL ANALYSES

Several models were considered as possible explana-

tions for the results obtained from Quantitative Micro-

scopy and quantitative x-ray measurements in an attempt to

determine the kinetic mechanisms for the formation of TiB

in a powder compact. These models may be distinguished

principally by the rate controlling processes upon which

they are predicated. These controlling mechanisms are the

rate of nucleation and growth, phase boundary or interac-

tion, and diffusion. Diffusion controlled models may be

divided into those which assume a constant diffusion

coefficient (Jander, Ginstling-Brounshtein, " Valensi-

Carter , and Dunwald-Wagner ) and those where the dif-

73
fusion coefficient changes with time (Zhuravlev et al

.

,

71 72
Kroger-Kiegler , and Hulbert et al. ) , usually at an in-

«. 70
verse rate.

Except for the interface displacement models, dis-

cussed below, all the models assume that a matrix phase

completely coats and reacts with spherical particles of

the other reactant to form a spherical shell of product

(Figure 5). As the reaction proceeds, this shell thickens

to consume the spherical reactant. The extent of reaction

158
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parameter, x, is defined as the fraction of original

spherical volume consumed to form a product shell . This

geometry is an ideal case that is seldom exactly met in

practice unless a special effort to obtain spheres is

fi7
made. However, the spherical models have proven use-

ful. In particular, the micros tructure observed during

the later stages of TiB formation approximates the geo-

metric assumptions of the spherical models fairly closely

so application of the models in this later stage of re-

action may be valid.

The utility of the interface displacement relations

[Equations (28), (29), and (30)] is the ability to deter-

mine the average interface velocity for arbitrary (smooth)

shapes and relate this velocity to the average curvature

of the reacting surface: the spherical approximation is

relaxed and a physically more realistic geometry may be

treated. If the average interface velocity is determined

to have a constant, inverse, or square root time depend-

ence, the result supports interpreting the reaction

mechanism as phase boundary, Tammann, or diffusion con-

trolled, respectively. If one of these time dependences

is not found, this suggests the models are inapplicable

due to variation of interfacial velocities with location

in the micros tructure. However, a nonconstant interface
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velocity is evidence that the rate controlling mechanism

is not interface reaction.

The influence of particle size distribution on powder

compact reaction kinetics has been treated in several

Q O Q C

models, but these still assume the particles are

spherical and require detailed size distribution informa-

tion. Though the computations required are very complex,

93
a model proposed by Sasaki was examined, since the par-

ticle size variation observed for Til^ could influence the

rate of TiB formation. This treatment generalizes the

Valensi-Carter model by the use of a particle size distri-

bution with diameters increasing in geometric series:

r = a
n_1

r (39)
n o

where r and r are the initial and final radii of the
o n

series and a is the ratio of the mean radii of adjacent

size groups. The value a = 1.2 was used by Sasaki and

also in this study. As the reaction proceeds, larger and

larger spheres are completely reacted, and the extent of

reaction, x, for these groups is one. If the i— group is

the next larger size not completely reacted, then the x^

to x decrease for the i— to the n— size groups. The
n or

overall reacted fraction for the distribution of spheres

is
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x = \ m
n

+
|
mn x

n
(40)

where m is the fraction of total material in each group
n

before reaction. Substituting the particle size distri-

bution into the Valensi-Carter model for the incompletely

reacted spheres gives

n n Z-(l+(Z-l)x
i )

2/3 -(Z-l)(l-x
i )

2/3

I I(Xi ) = I fjrT)

^CS^ 1 _ , K t ? 1 (41)—T~\ ~7^^T) - 2 Kvcs t
I
—

1

r
o ^ n

and for the reacted spheres gives

2/3

K*..J = Vv-rV- < 42 >

max' (Z-l)

The ICx ) is a constant independent of time and so pro-
v max 7

vides no information about the reaction constant Kvcs
.

If each I(x.) can be determined, then K
vcg

can be deter-

mined and the Sasaki model evaluated. However, it is

difficult to obtain each x- from the overall x measured

experimentally. To solve for the reaction constant of

this series, Sasaki proposed a graphical solution

utilizing a standard model curve that incorporates an ex-

perimentally measured particle size distribution. The

TiB
?
particle size distribution in Figure 6 was used for

this study. A plot of the Valensi- Carter model [Equa-
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tion (14)] is shown in Figure 66. An arbitrarily selected

x. value establishes I(x.) and from this, a series of
i i

I(x. ,) through I(x ) values are obtained by

I(X. + .) -j (43)

The corresponding values of x. , . are also determined.

From this the sums T. I(x.) , Ex., and Y.
—7 can be calcu-

lated. Equations (40) and (41) permit the construction

of a standard model curve of Kvcg
t vs. overall extent of

reaction x (Figure 67) . Three values of x
i

(x
i

= 1.00,

0.98 and 0.957) were arbitrarily selected and used to

construct Figure 67; the details of the calculation are

given in Appendix 9

.

The extent of reaction for this study is measured as

v?J
iB

/(V^
iB + V^

iB
2) . Figures 68 and 69 show this para-

meter determined from the Quantitative Microscopy and

quantitative x-ray analyses, respectively. Figure 68

shows a sigmoid behavior with an induction period, a rapid

increase of the reaction, and an approach to a final

value. The results in Figure 69 show a more gradual in-

crease without any induction period. These curves in-

crease smoothly and are accelerated with increasing tem-

perature. The differences between these two sets of

curves are due to the pullout and rounding during
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Figure 66. Valensi-Carter model as a function of extent
of reaction.
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Extent of reaction for Quantitative Microscopy
data.
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Figure 69. Extent of reaction for quantitative x-ray
data.
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polishing for Quantitative Microscopy and the distortions

in Ti volume fractions measured by quantitative x-ray

analysis. The calculated model results (Appendices 10 and

11) obtained by substituting experimentally determined

values of x in the model expressions of Table 1 also re-

flect these differences. Plots of these results are dis-

cussed below; a straight line indicates agreement with the

model and supports interpretion of reaction data in terms

of the applicable mechanism modeled.

The model results using Quantitative Microscopy data

are shown in Figures 70 through 79 . The data for 1400 and

1500°C are too near completion of the reaction to be use-

ful since the model results cluster near the final values.

The 1300° C data give straight or nearly straight line seg-

ments for all the models. This may be attributed to the

range of x covered by these data, i.e. , x = .66 to

x = .87. Assuming the spherical shell geometry of these

models (Figure 5) and the initial volume equal to unity,

the initial radius is .62 and the corresponding radii of

the unreacted core at x = .66 and x = .87 are r = .433 and

r = .314, respectively. The volume change is 217D of the

initial value while the radius change is 19%. Thus, over

this range of reaction, the volume change is almost di-

rectly proportional to the change in radius and basically
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)
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Figure 70. Jander model results for Quantitative Micro-
scopy data.
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Figure 71. Ginstling-Brounshtein model results for Quan-
titative Microscopy data
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Figure 72. Valensi- Carter model results for Quantitative

Microscopy data.
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Figure 73. Sasaki model results for Quantitative Micro-
scopy data.
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Figure 74. Dunwald-Wagner model results for Quantitative
Microscopy data.
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Figure 75. Kroger- Ziegler model results for Quantitative
Microscopy data.
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Figure 76. Hulbert et al. model results for Quantitative
Mi cro s copy data

.
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Figure 77. Zhuravlev et al

.

model results for Quantita-
tive Microscopy data.
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Figure 78. Nucleation and growth model results for
Quantitative Microscopy data.
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Figure 79. Phase boundary model results for Quantitative
Microscopy data.
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independent of the rate (or mechanism) of this radius de-

crease. This leaves only the 1200° C Quantitative Micro-

scopy data to distinguish among alternative mechanisms.

The model results from x-ray data (Figure 80 through

87) are most useful since straight lines are seen over a

wider temperature range. The data fit the model at pro-

gressively earlier times with increasing temperature.

That the data give straight lines at earlier times for

some models and at later times for others suggests the

rate controlling mechanism changes during the reaction.

The x-ray data provide the best evidence for a dif-

fusion controlled growth mechanism for this reaction.

When the early stage data are fit to the Valensi-

67 9^ 75
Carter, Sasaki, and Dunwald-Wagner models (Figures

80 through 82) , straight line segments are obtained, while

during later stages, the data fit the models of Kroger-

71 72 73
Ziegler, Hulbert et al. , and Zhuravlev et al.

better (Figures 83 through 85) . The Quantitative Micro-

73
scopy data also fit the Zhuravlev e t al

.

model (Figure

77) . These results suggest the reaction rate is diffusion

controlled with an initially constant diffusion coeffi-

cient which later decreases inversely with time.

73
The model of Zhuravlev et al. assumes the decrease

in spherical reactant controls the rate of the reaction,
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Figure 80. Valensi- Carter model results for quantitative
x-ray data.
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Figure 81. Sasaki model results for quantitative x-ray
data.
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Figure 82. DunwaId-Wagner model results for quantitative
x-ray data.
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Figure 83. Kroger-Ziegler model results for quantitative
x-ray data.
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Figure 84. Hulbert et al

.

model results for quantitative
x-ray data.
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Figure 85. Zhuravlev et al

.

model results for quantita-
tive x-ray data.
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Figure 87. Phase boundary model results for quantitative
x-ray data.
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while the models based on the Tammann expression assume

the diffusion coefficient changes inversely with time, for

example with the removal of lattice defects in excess of

an equilibrium number. Since (1-x) decreases with time,

it may have an inverse dependence in some cases

[(1 - x) °°p] ,
giving the same behavior for these models.

The above models assume an infinite supply of matrix mate-

rial, but an inverse time dependence of the Ti available

for reaction would also give [(1 - x) <^] . This is pos-

sible since the Ti volume is decreasing and the distance

Ti must diffuse over the TiB surface and through the TiB

product layer is increasing. This explains the good fit

between later stage data and the models of Kroger-Ziegler

,

72 73
Hulbert et al. , and Zhuravlev et al

.

It is surprising that the early stage x-ray data show

straight line fits to the models since the assumed spheri-

cal shell geometry is not seen metallographically until

later in the reaction. However, Figure 66 shows the

Cf. C.~j

Valensi- Carter model is not very sensitive to changes

in x at low x values. This suggests that thicker TiB pro-

duct zones covering only part of the TiB
2
particles pro-

vided extent of reaction data which is equivalent to

thinner product layers that completely coat the particles.

Also, the small particles of TiB
2
present with larger ones
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(Figure 8a) would convert to TiB rapidly and provide a

volume of product equivalent to a shell ; this volume is

preferentially detected by x-ray measurements because of

the sample packing and nearly ignored by the Quantimet

because of optical resolution and nonideal signal limita-

93tions . The results for the Sasaki particle size modi-

fication are similar to the Valensi- Carter model for

both Quantitative Microscopy and x-ray data (Figures 73

and 81) , indicating the particle size distribution

measured by sieve analysis is fairly narrow and does not

significantly alter the model results.

The nucleation and growth models assume the reaction

rate is limited by the number of product nuclei that form

and grow. This may apply in this study to the formation

of product at the contact points between Ti and Til^.

However, the rapid surface diffusion and reaction of Ti

to form product growing to the sides of the initial con-

tact regions is evidence this mechanism does not operate

for this reaction. The TiB appears to form as rapidly as

Ti advances over its surface and is not limited by forma-

tion of TiB nuclei; the TiB layer grows by motion of the

previous TiB-TiB2 interface and does not initiate at ran-

dom sites on the TiB2 particles. The nucleation and

growth model plots obtained from the Quantitative Micro-
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scopy and x-ray data (Figures 78 and 87) do show straight

line segments supporting agreement between the data and

the model. However, the Quantitative Microscopy results

are straight during later stages when the model is not ex-

pected to be valid; and the slopes of the x-ray results

during early stages are too low to be valid in terms of

the m values listed in Table 2.

The interface or phase boundary controlled reaction

mechanism assumes the rate of reactant combination at the

interface to form a product limits the reaction. There-

fore, the rate of volume consumed is directly proportional

to the available reacting interface area. The phase

boundary model results obtained from the x-ray data (Fig-

ure 87) provide evidence that this mechanism operates

during the early stages of this reaction. However, these

results are contradicted by Quantitative Microscopy and

electron microprobe evidence. The small homogeneity

ranges of TiB and Til^ (Figure 2) suggest that if an

interface reaction is rate controlling, then Ti would

accumulate and precipitate at the TiB-TiBn interface.

However, an electron microprobe scan of this interface

shows a smooth decrease of Ti concentration from the TiB

to the TiB2 over a 2 ym distance and no increase in Ti

counts was observed in this region. The Quantitative
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Microscopy phase boundary model (Figure 79) does not show

the same straight line behavior. Also, the determination

of interface velocities from Quantitative Microscopy data

do not show a direct proportion between volume change and

area available for reaction; this is not restricted to the

spherical geometry of the phase boundary model.

The average interface velocities and curvature, v„,

vH , and H
G , for TiB

2
and TiB-TiB

2
surfaces were obtained

from the slopes of Figures 26 through 41 and Equations

(28), (29), and (31). These slope data are presented in

Appendix 12. The average interface velocity was cal-

culated only for the TiB-TiB
2

interface, since specific

interface area information was available.

d V*iB2/dt
V
S

=
QTiB-TiB 2

(40)

The results are given in Appendix 13 and Figure 88. Be-
lie / o 1/9

cause of the t
% and"t dependence in early and later

stages, respectively, these results were initially inter-

preted as supporting a mechanism of rapid surface dif-

fusion of Ti followed by the rate controlling volume dif-

fusion of Ti through the TiB product layer. However, when

the velocity data were converted to a mass basis (Appendix

13) to correct for the change in porosity with time, this
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Figure 88. Average interface velocity results.
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two stage behavior was no longer apparent (Figure 89)

;

_*_ d(vTiB 2 /( i _ vP°rosity*))/dt
V
S gTiB-TiBa/Q _ v

porosity*x '
'

where vE •* is the volume fraction porosity obtained

from the immersion displacement measurements (Figure 43)

.

Since v~ does not fit the conditions for interface re-

action, diffusion, or Tammann controlling mechanisms,

these results suggest there was a distribution of inter-

face velocities. The growth of TiB to the sides of the

initial Ti-TiB
2

contact region is faster than the advance

of the initial TiB-TiB
2

interface into the TiB
2
particle,

giving a variation of product thickness on each particle

and thus a range of diffusion distances.

Since My data for the TiB-TiB? interface were not

available, a direct comparison of v
g

and v„ is not pos-

sible except in the later stages where the specific and

total interfaces are approximately equal. These results

(Appendix 12) show v„ to be approximately equal to v
g

so

in this later stage the interface curvature has little

influence on the interface velocity, in agreement with the

observations on H
1 2 discussed above. Comparing H 2

and Hp
1 ^ gives the same information as comparing v

g
and

v„. These curvatures are also of comparable magnitude,
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again demonstrating that the scale of curvature detected

optically does not significantly influence this reaction.

The model results do not conclusively distinguish

among alternative kinetic mechanisms. This is attributed

to the deviations of the actual microstructure from the

spherical geometry assumed in the models. Some TiBo par-

ticle size distribution is observed and these particles

are not exactly spherical, even when they are completely

coated by TiB. The point contacts between Ti and TiB
2

do

not provide a complete matrix coating until the later

stages of reaction and the Ti surface diffusion appears to

occur primarily over TiB rather than TiB^ , or where the

reaction has already started. The interface velocity re-

sults suggest there is a distribution of interface velo-

cities rather than a single value. Thus, the structure of

the powder compact is seen to strongly influence the re-

action rate and mechanism determinations

.

However , there is some evidence to exclude the

nucleation and growth and phase boundary models . There-

fore, the available data best support an interpretation

that this reaction is initially controlled by diffusion of

Ti through the TiB product and later follows an inverse

time dependence (Tammann rate) as the amount of Ti avail-

able for reaction is reduced. This reduction occurs be-

cause of the decreasing Ti volume and the increasing dis-

tance the Ti must diffuse to react with TiB
2

.



SECTION V
CONCLUSIONS

From the results of metallographic examination,

transport experiments, and model analyses, the following

may be concluded about the reaction of Ti and Til^ to form

TiB in a powder compact

:

1) The reaction initiates at the contacts between

Ti and TiB
2

particles. No initially uniform coating of

TiB or Ti is observed on the TiB~ particles.

2) The reaction proceeds rapidly due to surface

diffusion of Ti over the TiB
2
particles. Vapor transport

of Ti or B is excluded as a transport medium. This also

explains the rapid formation of TiB seen in the reaction

between Ti and B-ioCo- The overlapped needle structure of

Figure 23 is seen where a local excess of Ti occurs.

3) The initial reaction is controlled by the rate

of Ti diffusion through the TiB product layer as evidenced

by observation of the markers at the Ti-TiB interface of

the diffusion couple. Some counter diffusion of B also

occurs, shown by the side plates, needles, and precipi-

tates of TiB present in Ti. That Ti is the major dif-

fusing species for this reaction is contrary to the con-

31tentions of Antony and Cummings and Strashinskaya and

195
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32
Stepanchuk; however, their viewpoint is not supported by

any marker evidence.

4) The later stage of reaction is limited to a

Tammann rate by the availability of Ti , which decreases

in volume and is further limited by increases in the dif-

fusion distance that Ti must traverse to react with Til^

.

The metallographic observations and interface velocity

measurements show that nucleation and growth and phase

boundary reaction rates are not rate controlling for this

reaction.

5) The powder compact expands 10 - 157 due to the

volume increase in the transformation of TiBo to TiB.

Competing densification from sintering of TiB or TiBo is

negligible. The porosity increase resulting from this

reaction suggests any articles of TiB made by a sinter-

reaction process would have little strength.

6) The curvature of the TiB-TiB2 interface detected

within the resolution of the optical microscope does not

significantly influence the reaction.

Recommendations on Use of Quantitative Microscopy

The primary aim of this study was to examine the

kinetics of TiB formation. However, as a result of this

work, several recommendations concerning the use of
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Quantitative Microscopy to study powder compact reaction

kinetics may be made.

1) Good metallographic preparation is important.

If a difficult material is to be polished, care and addi-

tional effort are necessary to achieve reliable Quanti-

tative Microscopy results. Use of a Quantimet or other

electronic image analyzing instrument also requires good

optical contrast and efforts should be made to maximize

the range of gray shades, for example, by impregnating

with a "black" epoxy or using filters. The instrument

errors were seen to be much smaller than the sample pre-

paration errors or the variability between fields of

view.

2) If a halo problem exists for a multiphase analy-

sis, the sizer technique used for this study may be satis-

factory, but the required corrections are very time con-

suming. This effort may justify ignoring measurements on

the phase causing the halo or else using the appropriate

accessories to remove this error.

3) Selecting the appropriate magnification is a

compromise between the resolution required for accuracy

and the effort required to examine a representative number

of fields of view. If an electronic instrument can be

used and curvature information is desired, it is recom-
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mended that higher magnification be used and more fields

of view examined since the electronics reduce the counting

effort. To examine the curvature of the TiB needle sur-

faces seen in this study would have required using the

SEM, assuming an undistorted section could be obtained.

Since few results have been reported using this level of

magnification to obtain curvature information, the effort

required to examine this scale of microstructure is prob-

ably justified.

4) The utility of Quantitative Microscopy is its

ability to abstract simple feature averages from the com-

plex arbitrary microstructural geometry. It must be

remembered that the parameters obtained are averages and

not invariant throughout this structure. If the informa-

tion desired required weighting some feature of the struc-

ture, such as particle size distributions or area and

curvature measurements of a specific i-j interface, the

experiments should be carefully thought out to minimize

wasted time.

General Recommendations for Future Work

This study has shown several questions remain un-

answered and further investigation is recommended.
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1) The nature and stability of Ti-^B^ should be ex-

amined to resolve the conflicts between the results of

25
Rudy and St. Windisch and the results of Walther and

1 29
Whitney and Fenish.

2) The peak shift observed for the major (Oil) Ti

peak as the reaction increases remains to be explained.

The influence of B solid solution in Ti on the Ti lattice

parameters may be responsible for this result, but has yet

to be determined.

3) The TiB needle morphology shown in Figure 23

appears to form at a surface with an excess of Ti. How

these needles are formed and the influence of the over-

lapped needle structure on surface diffusion of Ti is

unknown

.
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APPENDIX 2

List of Qualitative Micros tructural Features
for a Four Phase System

For a system of four phases, a, 8, Y. <S , there are

4 volumes seen as areas in a two dimensional section

a 8 y <S

10 interfaces seen as lines in a two dimensional section

66a a
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APPENDIX 2 - continued.

36 quadruple points not visible in a
two dimensional section

6666aaaa



APPENDIX 3

Calculation of Statistical Parameters for a

Random Sample of Size n

Sample average -

unbiased estimate of sample mean

n i

.i = art

—

x n

Confidence interval -

sample variance

n
iv2

,2
m=l

S = n

since S is a biased estimate of the population

variance a , apply Bessel's correction

,tJ- ~i\2

9
Z

,

(Q " V2_/n>. 2_ m=l
°

=
<5=T>

S 5=1

apply the Central Limit theorem to obtain

standard error of the mean a _•

aa_ = —
x /n

the 95% confidence interval is ±2 a . so

204
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Appendix 3 - continued .

CI = 2a .

Q
1

Coefficient variation -

ratio between standard error of the mean

and the average: a measure of variability

cv= j£
Q



APPENDIX 4
Computer Programs

V DATAIN
[I] J+l
[2] TEMP+lOOxlQ+xS
[3] TIME*- 5 15 30 60 120
[4] PARAM* 18 7 p'PPA PPB PPG PPD NLA NLB

NLG NLD NLAG NLBG TAAPOS TAANEG TABPOS
TABNEG TAGP05 TAGNEG TADPOS TADNEG '

[5] FLNAMES+- 5 8 p ' DATA 11 OODATA 1 200DATA1300DATA1H00DATA1
500'

[6] 'THIS PROGRAM BUILDS A 3D DATA MATRIX AND'
[7] 'PUTS IT IN A FILE THAT MUST ALREADY BE CREATED OR T

IED'
[8] TPLOOP-.'FOR WHAT TEMP IS THIS DATA?'
[9] DEGC-U
[10] I*-TEMP\DEGC
[II] THLOOP:RNTM<-TIME\_J]
[12] RAWQV+ 18 5 pO
[13] 'ENTER DATA FOR TIME - ' \RNTM
[14] K+l
[15] QVLOOP: 'ENTER THE FIRST 25 DATA FOR ' ,PARAMlK;~\
[16] START :CTS1*U
[17] -+((pCmSl) ±25)/CONTl
[18] '70y GOOFED REENTER DATA FOR '

t PARAM[K ;]
[19] -+START
[20] CONT\:' ENTER SECOND HALF OF DATA FOR ' ,PARAMIK',1
[21] crs2-.-r

[22] + ((pCTS2) *25)/CONT2
[2 3] 'ERROR IN ENTERING LAST DATA SET'
[24] +CONT1
[2 5] CONT2iCTS+CTSl ,CTS2
[2 6] /?i4f/(37[X;]^Cf5'

[27] •r/MT' IS T#F FtfD OF ZM2M F0/? • .PARAMIK ; ]

[2 8] K«-X + l

[29] -+(K>1B)/TMC0NT
[30] -+QVLOOP
[31] TMCONT-.'THAT IS THE END OF DATA FOR TIME = » \RNTM
[32] 'THIS DATA WILL BE ADDED TO THE FILE '

t FLNAMESlI ;]
[33] 'AS COMPONENT ' ;

J

[3 4] i?4f/#7 FAPPEND DEGC
[35] 'FILE1 SIZ.? IS tf0.V»

[3 6] FSTZF DEGC
[37] -*(<7=6)/AMr
[3 8] 'PO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE ADDING DATA? YES OR NO'
[39] -+( r = 'NO' )/MAT
[40] J+J+l
[41] -yTMLOOv
[42] MAT -.'THAT IS THE LAST DATA FOR TEMP = • \DEGC
[43] 'DATAIJt MUST BE CALLED AGAIN FOR ANOTHER TEMP'
[44] ' •

[45] 'END OF PROGRAM'
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Appendix 4 - continued .

V QMCALC
[I] 'THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS RAW QM DATA TO QM PARAMETERS'
[2] TEMP*-! 0xl0+x5
[3] TIME*- 5 15 30 60 120
[4] 'FOR WHAT TEMP IS DATA BEING USED?'
[5] DEGC+r
[6] 'FOR WHICH TIME SHOULD CALC START?'
[7] RNTM+U
[8] I+?EMP\DEGC
[9] QV*- 14 6 pO
[10] QVCI+ 14 6 pO
[II] TAN*- 12 6 pO

[12] LCLERROR+6pO
[13] TMLOOP: J*-TIME \ RNTM
[14] CALCLOOP-.RAWQV+FREAD DEGC ,J

[15] +TANET*\(J<(6-D)
[16] TAOCORRECTION iRAWQVllb ; 1+RAWQVt. 1 6 ; 1+RAWQVL13 ; ]

[17] 2VJ.V[1 2345670 ;/>-+/iMI/47[ll 13 15 17

12 14 16 18 ; ] * 5

[18] TAUL9 10 11 12 \J~]++/(RAWQVlll 13 15 17 il+RAWQVZ
12 14 16 18 ;])t50

[19] TANEm :RAWQVlll 13 15 17 ;]+RAWQVlll 13 15 17 ;]-RAWQV
[12 14 16 18 ;]

[20] QV[. ;

J

]<-(+/RAWQVll 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 1

3

15 17 ;])t50
[21] QVCIliJ~\4-((((((+/RAWQVLl 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 13 15 17 ;] «2))-(((+/RAWQVtl 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 13 15 17 ;])*2)i50))*49)*
0.5)t(50*0.5))*2

[2 2] J+J+l
[23] +CALCLOOPxi(JZ6)
[24] 'TO AVOID A FULL WS , ERASE RAWQV AND THEN CALL PROG

QMCALCCONT'
[25] 'END OF QMCALC
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Appendix 4 - continued ,

[2]
[3]

[4]
[5]
C6]

C7]
[8]
C9]

[10
Cll
[12
[13
[14
[15
[16
[17
[18
[19
[20
[21
[22

[23
[24
[25
[26
[27
[28
[29
[30
[31

[32
[33
[34

[35
[36
[37
[38
[39
[i+0

[41

[42

[43

1+QVCIlll 12 13 14 ;]xl5708

1001010100

1WSVMAT

QMCALCCOUT
'THIS PROG MUST BE CALLED AFTER QMCALC
QVll 2 3 4 ;><?7[1 2 3 4 ;]*160000
QV15 6 7 8 9 10 ;><PV[5 6 7 3 9 10 ; ]x

0.5
QVlll 12 13 14 ;>£7[11 12 13 14 ;]xl5708
QVCIll 2 3 4 i~\+QVCIll 2 3 4 ;]*160000
QVCIZ5 6 7 8 9 10 ; >0W7I[5 6 7 8 9 10 ;

]x

0.5
C7CIC11 12 13 14

SVMAT+ 66plll00010011011101101110011
SVEA+ 12 6 pO
S7E71[1 3 5 7 9 11 ;>GK[5 6 7 8 9 10

SVF4 [ 2 ; >( 3 * 2 ) x ( (^7CJ[ 5 ; 1 + QVCIZ 6 ; ] )

„77ff/4[4;]*-+/ff7(7I[5 7 9;]
Sy£i4[6;]«-+/37CI[5 8 10
57ffyi[8;>+/Q7CIC6 7 10

SVEAllO',l++tQVClL6 8 9

SWM[12; ]-(3t2)x((?7(7J[7

F7<- 14 6 pO
W[l 3 5 7 ;>#m 2 3 4;]
77[2 4 6 8 il+QVCIll 2 3 4;]
VI'[9;>l-(+/Q7[l 2 3 ;])
V7[10;]*(+/(0^lCl 2 3 ;]*2))«
0.5
7T/[11 12 13 14 il-QVCVLl 2 3 4;]
ERR+ 5 6 pO
ERRllil+\ (l-(+/0 T/[l 2 3 4 ;]))xl00
ERRL2 3 4 5 ;>(4 6 pERRl 1 ; ] ) iQVl 1 2 3 4;]
MOLES-*- 6 6 pO
MOLVOL+- 6 3 p 10.644 15.453 12.R77
!TO!7

,M?LE'5+-(+?t Qt'[l 2 3 ;]*X?//OL70M

]

]

]

l +QWlCn;])

MOLES [1 3 5

MOLES [.2 4 6

TOTMOLES)
EX- 3 6 pO

mi;>Q7[3

;XQl'[l 2

i
"}*(. QVCIll

] 5?tf<97,K0L)*(3 6

]*tyf0LV0L)*(3
pTOTMOLES)
6 p

3 + (+WC2 3 ;])
~\+((QVCIt3il*2) + (QVCIt2iirQVCIl3il)*2)*EX12

0.5
£X[3;X
SV+ 18 6

57C1 3 5

SV[2 4 6

S T/[13 14
SM+ 12 6

SW[1 3 5

)

SML2 4 6

6 pTOTMOLES)
SHFA+-SVEA*(12

EXZl ;]
pO
7 9 11 ;

8 10 12
15 16 17
pO
7 9 11 ;

>C?7[5 6 7

il-QVCHS 6

8 9

7 8

18 ;>Q7f7T/[5

10
9

6 7

;]

10
8 9

]

10

XF[5 6 7 8 9 10 ;]*(6 6 pTOTMOLES

10 12 ;>(?yCT[5 6 7 8 9 10 j]*(6

6 p
mOT'fOLES)
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Appendix 4 - continued .

[44] 14V*- 12 6 p0
[45] MVZl 3 5 7 ;>G7Cll 12 13 14 ;]

[46] MVL2 4 6 8 ; 1+QVCIl 1 1 12 13 14 ;]

[47] MV19 10 11 12 ;>#7CT[11 12 13 14 ;]

[48] MM+MVll 2345678 ;]*(fl 6 pTOTMOLES)
[49] MM+-MM* 10
[50] W[l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ;]*-W7[l 2345678;]*

1000000
[51] LAM*- 16 6 pO
[52] LAMll 2 3 4 ;X(G7[1 2 3 4 ; ]x4 ) *<?7[5 6 7

8 ;])xl0000
[53] LAML5 6 7 8 ;]+Qy[ll 12 13 14 ;]*<27[5 6 7 8;]
[54] LAMZQ 10 11 12 '

t ]-LAMll 2 3 4 ;]xL4M[5 6 7

8 ;]*10000
[5 5] LAM113 14 1.5 16 \]*-LAMil 2 3 4 ;]*(4 6 pTOTMOLES)
[5 6] £A/P«-Vf ,[1] E7?fl,[l] AfOL,?5,[l] £X,[l] 57, Cl] ST£\4,[l]

5W.[1] SMM,[l] W7,[l] WAf.Cl] LAM
[57] Tfltf CVi^C 0F QM PARAMETERS IS COMPLETE FOR TEMP = ';

DEGC
[58] QMP F'APPEND 17
[59] 'THIS DATA IS NOW ADDED TO THE FILE RESULTS AND FILE

SIZE IS NOW: «

[60] FSIZE 17
[61] 'END OF PROG QMCALCCONT'
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V WAX
[1] VN+HWAX-MSUS
[2] VSt-HDRYiH.5
[3] P0R+{ VN-VS )*VN
[4] PAUSED
[5] WAXPRNT

V WAXPRNT
[l]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
CO]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]

TABLE •

RESULTS OF ARCHIMEDEAN POROSITY 1

IME+ 5 15 30 60 120
r TIME = r, 618 • [FMT(1 6 pTI'W)

i

£/!#«- 4 8 p' 1200 1300 1400 1500
TEMP °C PERCENT P0R0SIT2*
8i41,Y3,6F0 .4* PFMT(LAB ;POR)

i

NUCGET VOLUME CM3*
8A1,X3 ,6FS .4' pWT ( L/l 7? ; F.V )

t

SOLID POWDER VOLUME CM3 '

8/11 ,^3,6^8^' PFMT(LABiVS)
t

W?Y JMSS GRAMS 1

8/?l,X3,6F8.4» UFMT(.LAB \MDRY)
t

SUSPENDED MASS GRAMS 1

8A1,X3, 6F8 . 4 ' UFMT(,LAB \MSUS )

i

J/41 IMPREGNATED NUGGET MASS GRAMS 1

8/11 ,73 , 6F8 . 4 • PFA/T( L/1B ;,"'//!* )

PAUSED
% END OF PRINTOUT END OF PROGRAM 1
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[1]
C2]

[3]

[4]
C5]
C6]m
[8]
[9]
[10
[11
[12

[13
[14
[15
[16
[17
[18
[19
[20
[21
[22
[23
[24
[25
[26
[27
[28
[29
[30
[31

V SASAKI
Z*l. 666666666666667
R+ 3.2 3.8 4.6 5.5 6

11.4 13.7 16.4 19.6
3 3.9 40.7 48.9 58
101.3 121.6 1^5.8
VVCS+ 0.1
0.3 0.3
7.5 5.5 3

0.1 0.2
3 0.50
5 2.5 1

.6 7.9 9.5
23.6 28.3

7 70.4 84.4
175
0.2 0.2 0.3
5 3 6 52 12
5 1 0.6 0.3

'WHAT ARE THE ARBITRARY XI VALUES?'
XIARB+P
NETKT4-NETR+NETIX--nETX-<-\0

RRECIP*- ( i ( ( R* 1 ) *2 ) )

CALCLOOPiXI+-C23 + ((22+<T) + ((.*\22),XIARB)))
X<-(-J)+XI
*3<-((-,n + l)*(2*3)
KTVCS+( (-(l + (~l + Z)x.Y)*0.66666666666666) + (-(
~1+Z)xl3)+Z)*("l+Z)
TOTX*-+/(VVCS*XI)
IXSUM+-+/KTVCS
RSVM++/( ( -J) +RRECIP )

KT+IXSUM*RSUM
NETX+NETX , TOTX
NETR*-NETR,RSUM
NETKT+NETKT,KT
NETIX+NETIX,IXSUM
J+J+l
*CALCLOOP*\(J<32)
'THE NET X VALUES ARE: 1

NETX
'THE NET IX VALUES ARE;'
NETIX
'THE NET R VALUES ARE:'
NETR
'THE VET KT VALUES ARE:'
fJETKT
'END OF PROGRAM'



APPENDIX 5

Glossary of Computer Variables

Since the computer symbols do not allow superscripts,

subscripts, or lower case letters, the following corre-

spondence between computer and text notation was used.

Not every symbol is listed because the scheme used is

apparent from the examples given below.

Table Symbol Meaning

A1-A4 A, B, G, D Ti , TiB2 , TiB , and porosity, re-
spectively

A6

A7

V
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Appendix 5 - continued .

Table Symbol Meaning

A7 IS internal standard

A8 XIARB arbitrary x^

n
SUMXI E xi

i

n
SUMIX E I(Xi )

i

n
1SUMR I -±~

x r i

KT Kt

A9-A10 KT PB - KT NG see Table 1

KT VCS Sasaki model

All D WB/DT
dVv

TiB2

—ar

—

A12 VBARS vs

VBARS* vs *

VBARH vH
HBARG ffG
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Appendix 5 - continued .

TABLE Al CONTINUED

TIME 6 16 31 61 121

MOLE FRACTION
MOLFR
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Appendix 5 - continued .

TABLE A7
QUANTITATIVE MICROSCOPY RESULTS FOR T = 1300 °C

TIME 17 32 62 122
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Appendix 5 - continued .

TABLE A2

TIME

MOLFR A
+0R-

MOLFR B
+OR-

MOLFR G
+0i?-

CONTINUED

17

MOLE FRACTION
0.4541 0.6059 0.2400
0.0413 0.0533 0.0599
0.5072 0.3431 0.2283
0.0218 0.0222 0.0282
0.0387 0.0510 0.5317
0.0091 0.0083 0.0443

3 2

0.1580
0.0607
0.1836
0.0357
0.6584
0.0561

62

0.0567
0.0244
0.1057
0.0194
0.8376
0.0343

122

0.0658
0.0384
0.0938
0.0239
0.8404
0.0370

WD NET
+0R-

MACR ERR
VV ERR A
VV ERR B
VV ERR G
VV ERR D

PERCENT ERROR IN POINT COUNT
0.4424 0.5700 0.5400 0.5496 0.4890 0.5224
,0240
,0611
2987
,1842
,8935

0.1383

0.0232
0.0063
0.0280
0.0340
0.2747
0.0110

0.0342
0.0565
0.6215
0.4502
0.2319
0.1045

0387
1475
5316
5000
5020

0233
0586
4749
9133
1384

0.2691 0.1196

0.0268
0.1506
5.8424
2.8220
0.3780
0.2892

X
+OR-
(1-X)

EXTENT OF REACTION
0.0599 0.1102 0.6600 0.7492 0.8684 0.8819
0.0151 0.0124 0.0287 0.0354 0.0245 0.0248
0.9401 0.8898 0.3400 0.2508 0.1316 0.1181

SPECIFIC INTERFACE AREA PER VOLUME CM'l
SVAB
+0R-
SVAG
+OR-
SVAD
+0R-
SVBG
+OR-
SVBD
+OR-
SVGD
+OR-

67.54
93.28
10.55
97.51

345.71
98.88
48.81
79.78
802.44
99.37
74.94
93.55

163
96

66
88

462
108,
"59,

88,

763,
101,
175,
94,

97

01
16
78
56
66
29
59
42
02

26.20
111.83
17.95

115.40
203.05
95.19

286.44
121.32
160.92
120.77

62 1007.50
55 111.89

50.34 37.63 17.45
111.14 69.00 70.05

6.55 4.46 2.33
147.68 106.45 113.25
143.79 90.97 66.99
113.33 85.89 89.67
232.69 137.45 115.67
165.53 115.70 120.77
139.81 63.27 42.42
131.64 92.35 103.89
980.62 1054.53 1021.30
146.96 109.76 127.81

LAMBDABAR MICRONS
LAM A 19.313 24.511 18.667 23.305 16.375 19.881
LAM B 14.446 13.609 11.920 12.209 15.726 15.181
LAM G 6.292 4.987 7.427 9.634 14.150 13.989
LAM D 14.449 16.264 15.766 17.343 16.200 18.427

HBAR A
HBAR B
HBAR G
HBAR D

HBAR CM'l
89.7 44.3 "43.5 "219.9

988.2 1671.5 1274.1 1096.1
734.5 1372.2 421.2 429.1
185.7 "769.4 "547.0 "876.5

108.7 "218.0
880.3 1065.5
420.4 544.6
'547.1 "716.0
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TABLE A3

TIME = 38 CONTINUED

18 33 63 123
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Appendix 5 - continued .

TABLE 44
QUANTITATIVE MICROSCOPY RESULTS FOR T = 1500 »c

TIME = 4 9 19 34 64 124

VOLUME FRACTION
VVA
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Appendix 5 - continued .

TABLE AA CONTINUED

TIME 19 14 64 124



APPENDIX 6

TABLE AS
RESULTS OF ARCHIMEDEAN POROSITY

TIME 5 15 30 60 120

TEMP »C





APPENDIX 8
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Appendix 8 - continued .

TABLE Al
X-RAY SAMPLE DATA

TIME =



Appendix 8 - continued .

TABLE Al CONTINUED

226

TIME - 15 30 60 120

DATA FOE T = 13 00 °C
TI CPS



APPENDIX 9

TABL^ AQ
RESULTS^ OF SASAKI MODEL

XI =0.95 7 SERIES

XIARB SUMXI SUMIX SUMR KT
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Appendix 9 - continued .

TABLE AB CONTINUED
RESULTS OF SASAKI MODEL

XI =1.00 SERIES

XIARB SUMXI SUMIX SUMR KT

1



APPENDIX 10

TABLE A9
QUANTITATIVE MICROSCOPY MODEL CALCULATIONS

RESULTS FOR T = 1200 °C
TIME =
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Appendix 11 - continued .

TABLE A10 CONTINUED
RESULTS FOR T = 1400 »C

TIME = 3 8 18 33 63 123

X



TIME -



APPENDIX 13

TABLE A12
VELOCITY AfID CURVATURE RESUL mS

TIME = 5 15 3 60 120

TEMP oc VBARS MICRONS/MIN

.

1200 3 . 7 7 77 7.77,70 R.R427~1 8.427~2 7.177~2 4.387~2
1300 2.6171 6.457~1 9.22J7""2 7.12 7;, ~2 4.897~2 0.00/70
1400 B. 23271 2.297~1 7.00'? 2 3. 9277*2 0.00770 0.00770
1500 2.1771 2.9077"! 3.457~2 0.00770 0.00770 0.00770

VBARS* MICRONS/MIN .

1200 3.04770 2.06770 5.90Z?~2 7.187?"2 6.777~2 3.137~2
1300 1.15770 5.9077"l i.57ff~i 5.807~2 2.407~2 0.00770

VBARR MICRONS/MIN .

1200 1.3277"! 4.437~2 4.317~3 5.197~2 4.947~2 ?.957~2
1300 2.2070 1.1577"l 8.1577~2 8.357~2 3.027~2 0.00770
1400 5.39770 3.447~1 8.50£~2 4.257~2 2.407~2 0.00770
1500 1.2170 2.717"! 3.5777 2 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070

HBARG CM'l/MIN.
1200 2.9773 6.9972 1.4372 1.7173 8.2672 7.5072
1300 1.5773 8.0572 1.6673 1.8 973 1.7173 5.007~2
1400 6.7272 1.6173 2.0073 1.2073 3.5279 5.007~2
1500 7.8171 1.0973 1.4073 5.007~3 5.007"l 5.007~1

234
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